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ADJUSTMENTS AND LUBRICATION

1. GENERAL
1. a. ADJUST ME NTS - This bulletin covers requirements and adjusting procedures for the maintenance
of Model 14 Printers. Adjustments are arranged in a
sequence that would be followed if a complete readjustmentof aunit were undertaken. In following such
a procedure, parts or assemblies which are removed
to facilitate adjustment should not be replaced until
all other adjustments are made which would befacilitated by the removal of these parts. If one adjustment
is changed, related adjustments should be checked.
l.b. SPRING TENSIONS - The spring tension
values indicated in this bulletin are scale readings
which should be obtained when Teletype scales are
used as specified. Springs which do not meet the requirements specified and for which no adjusting procedure is given should be replaced by new springs.
Ordering information may be obtained from the Teletype parts bulletin.
Before proceeding with any adjustmentor tension, read the applicable portion of the text carefully.
After the adjustment is completed, be sure to tighten
any screws or nuts which may have been loosened.
If a part that is mounted on shims is to be dismantled,
the number of shims used at each of its mounting screws
should be noted so that the same shim pile-ups can be
replaced when the part is remounted.
Care should be exercised in removing or installing the cover to avoid damaging parts in close
proximity. As a precaution, raise or lower the cover
slowly.with a vertical movement.
Lc. MOTOR SPEED ADJUSTMENT - 110 volt 50
or 60 cycle synchronous motors may be used on 110
volt 50 or 60 cycle alternating current power supply
unless the frequency varies more than plus or minus
.75%; in which case series wound governed motors
shou Id be used. When governed motors are used, a
speed indicating fork is required for the purpose of
checking the motor speed. The fork is equipped with
shutters attached to the end ofthe tines. The governor
is equipped with a target having alternate black and
white spots (Figure 85).
To check the speed, the target should be well
illuminated. Tap the fork gently to make it vibrate.
Hold the fork so that the shutters are close to the eye
and view the target through the openings in the
shutters. If the motor is running at the correct speed,
the target wi II appear stationary. If the motor speed
is too fast, the target will appear to be moving in the
direction of rotation; if too slow, in the opposite direction.
ORIGINAL

NOTE: There is a possibility of setting the
speed incorrectly, due to getting a
speed multiple; i.e., thespeedcould
be half the desired speed, or some
multiple thereof, even though the
spots appear stationary when viewed
through the shutters on the tuning
fork. This should be kept in mind if
trouble is experienced in the operation of the unit.
When increasing or decreasing the motor speed,
the speed adjusting lever or the governor adjusting
bracket, respectively, should be momentarily depressed. (See Figure 85 for location of parts).
1.d. RECEIVING RANGE ADJUSTMENT - Mounted
on the selector above the end of the main shaft is a
range finder assembly which is used for the purpose of
orientating the selector to incoming signals.
Before proceeding to measure the receiving
range on a unit equipped with a pulling magnet selector, turn the selector armature spring adjusting
screw to a position where it wi II require 6 to 6-3/8
ozs. * to stretch the armature spring to its position
length. Then transmit RY (the letters Rand Y sent
alternately) to the printer continually while the receiving range is being determined. This procedure is
described in the following paragraphs.
While RY is being received, loosen the index
arm thumb screw and shift the index arm of the range
finder toward 0 unti I errors appear in the copy. Then
move the arm back slowly unti I errors no longer appear;
at least 72 characters should be received without
error. This position indicates one limit of the orientation range. Note the position of the index arm on
the scale. Determine the opposite end of the receiving range by repeating the foregoing procedure with
the index arm near the opposite end of the scale. After
the two limits of the receiving range have been found,
set the index arm of the range scale midway between
these two points.

NOTE: If facilities for transmitting biased
test signals to the receiving unit are
available, the index arm should be
set at the optimum setting for the I:eception of biased signals.

1.e. PULLING MAG NET SELECTOR

*

If unit is equipped with a holding
magnet selector See Page 7
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l.e.(l) When a distortion test set is available for
measuring the receiving margins of a unit, the armature spring tension may be varied from 6 to 7 ounces
in order to obtain the specified receiving margins.
This tension should be checked with the armature in the
marking position and the spring stretched to position
length.
1.e.(2) When no distortion test set is available,
but the unit is equipped with a line relay, the selector armature spring adjusting screw should be positioned so that it wi II require from 6 to 6-3/8 ounces
to stretch the spring to position length when the armature is in its marking position.
To check, unhook the spring from the
adjusting screw, hook an 8 oz. scale in the spring eye,
and pull in line with the screw.
l.e.(3) When no distortion test set is available
and the unit is not equipped with a line relay, turn
the armature spring adjusting screw in a clockwise direction until errors appear in the copy. Then, from
this point, count the number of turns the adjusting
screw can be turned in a counterclockwise direction
before errors again appear in the copy. Turn the adjusting screw back (clockwise) half this number of
turnsto a point midway between the two failing points
(the middle of the armature spring margins) and lock
the adjusting screw with its lock nut.
NOTE: To secure reliable clutch trip, the
tension should be checked to ascertain that it is not below 4-1/2 ozs.
If no errors appear in the copy throughout
the entire physical range of the spring so that the above
procedure cannot be followed, set the spring tension
at 6 to 6-3/8 ozs. and lock the adjusting screw. The
orientation range should be rechecked after the armature spring range has been determined.
2. ADJUST ME NTS
2.a. TYPING UNIT
2.a.(1) SELECTOR SEPARATOR PLATE ADJUSTMENT (Figure 1)
NOTE: The separator plate leaf springs are
adjusted during the initial assembly
of the unit and should require attention only if the selector has been
damaged or dismantled. If it is found
necessary to check the adjustment,
extreme care should be exercised in
the removal and replacement of the
selector lever springs to guard against
distorting them. The subsequent selector adjustments will be faci Iitated
if the swords and selector levers are
replaced in the identical location
they formerly occupied.
2

The leaf springs should exert a light
pressure against the swords. To adjust, bend the leaf
springs at the narrow portions so that the ends of the
springs are .050" to .060" be low the under surface of
the strai ght portions.
2.a.(2) MAIN SHAFT ADJUSTMENT - When the
main shaft is rotated, the selector cams on the selector
cam sleeve should line up with their respective selector levers. To adjust, loosen the four screws that
hold the r.lain shaft bearing brackets (Figure 2), and
set the position of the main shaft.
2.a. (3) MAl N SHAFT CLUTCH THROWOUT
LEVER ADJUST ME NT (Figure 2A,) - With the motor
operating, open and close the signal line and then
stop the motor. There should be from .010" to .020"
clearance between the teeth of the two clutch members. Adjust the clutch throwout lever by means of
its pilot screws to obtain this clearance. After adjusting, the lever should be free with not more than
.002" end play.
2.a. (4) MAl N SHAFT CLUTCH THROWOUT
LEVER SPRING TENSION (Figure 2A, - With the
clutch throwouHever on the low surface of the driven
clutch member, hook an 8 oz. scale over the clutch
throwout lever at the spring hole, and pull horizontally at right angles to the clutch throwout lever.
It should require 2-1/2 to 4 ozs. to start the lever
moving.
2.a.(5) MAIN SHAFT CLUTCH SPRING TENSION
(Figure 2B) - With the teeth of the driven clutch member resting against the teeth of the driving member,
but not engaged, hook a 32 oz. scale over the throw
out cam on the driven clutch member and pull as
nearly in line with the shaft as possible. It should
require 24 to 30 ounces for 60 WP M and 32 to 42
ounces for 75 WPM speed to separate the clutch teeth.
2.a.(6) MOTOR POSITION ADJUST ME NT -There
should be a minimum backlash without binding between
the motorpinion and the main shaft gear. Check this
backlash forone complete revolution of the main shaft.
The position of the motor may be adjusted by means
of the motor mounting screws.
2.a. (7) PULLI NG MAG NET SELECTOR MECHANISM ADJUSTMENTS - The pulling magnet selector
illustrated in Figure 6 should meet the following requirements: REMOVE THE RANGE FI NDER (See Page
5 for HOLDING MAGNET SELECTOR MECHANISM
ADJUST ME NTS)
2.a.(7)(a) SELECTOR ARMATURE BRACKET
LINK FRICTION ADJUSTMENT (Figure 3) - Remove
the selector bracket link screw. With an 8 oz. scale
hooked in the link screw hole and pulled at right angle
to the link, it should require some tension, not over
8 ozs., to start the Ii nk mov ing • If necessary, remove
the link and adjust the slotted end to obtain this
friction. Replace the link and screw.
ORIGINAL
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2.a.(7)(b) SELECTOR LEVER SPRING TENSION
(Figure 3) - With the code bars in the MARKI NG position and with the main bail in its highest position,
move the swords manual Iy to the SPAC ING position 0
Hook a 32 oz. scale over the end of each selector
lever at the selector cam sleeve and pull radially to
the main shaft. It shall require from 6 to 10 ozs. to
start each selector lever moving.
NOTE: When mC;lking this check, be sure that
the selector levers are free and without bind.
2.ao (7)(c) SELECTOR ARMATURE ADJUST ME NT
(Figure 4) - The armature should be free on its pivot
screws, with barely perceptible end play. There should
be some clearance, not more than .008", between the
lower surface of the armature locking wedge and the
Noo 1 sword under the fol'lowing conditions:
2.a. (7)(c) 1. No. 1 selector lever resting on
the peak of its cam.
20 a. (7)(c)2. No.1 sword held againstthe upper
separator plate without bending the latter.
2. a. (7)(c)3 0 Armature end play taken up in a
direction to reduce the specified clearance to a minimum.
To adjust, proceed as follows:

If there is no clearance between
the armature locking wedge and the No. 1 sword,
loosen the lock nut on the upper pivot screw and adjust to obtain clearance, noting that a quarter-turn of ,
the screw is equivalent to approximately 0006". Remove the armature bracket and adjust lower pivot
screwto obtaiilthe proper armature end play. Replace
the armature bracket 0
If there is more than .008" clearance, remove the armature bracket and adjust the
lower pivot screw. Replace the bracket and adjust
the armature end play by means of the upper pivot
screw.
2.a.(7)(d) SELECTOR ARMATURE BRACKET
LINK ADJUSTMENT (Figures 5 and 6) - See Note (A)
The position of the armature bracket should be such
that a line through the center of the No.1 sword
extends approximately through the centers of the
armature pivot screws when the swords are held midway between the stop posts by means of the No. 72581
gauge pins. To adjust, proceed as follows:
2.a.(7)(d)1. Unhook the locking leverspring,
loosen the magnet bracket mounting screws, and move
the bracket to its rearmost position. Loosen the armature bracket mounting screws, the link screw, and back
off the armature stops. Move the bracket eccentri c out
of the way, so that it wi II not interfere with the adjustment. Rotate the mai n shaft unti I the No. 1 seORIGINAL

lector lever rests on the peak of its cam.
20a.(7)(d)20 Hold the swords in a position midway between the-two stop posts by means of the No.
72581 gauge pins inserted between the stop posts and
the swords. Be sure that both the armature extension
arms are between the arms of the swordso With the
swords held in this position, place the Noo 73370
locating gauge over the ends of the Noo 1 sword, so
that the two legs of the gauge are against the ends of
the sword armso Move the bracket to a position where
both the armature extension arms are against the flat
surface between the Iegs of the gauge 0
20ao(7)(d)30 Hold the bracket in this position
and tighten the link screw onlyo Remove the locating
gauge and the two gauge pins.
2.a. (7)(e) SELECTOR ARMATURE BRACKET ADJUSTMENT (Figure 6) - See Note (A) - The position
of the armature bracket should be such as to provide
some cI earance, not more than .040", between each
sword and either stop post under the following conditions:
Rotate the mai n shaft unti I the No. 1
selector lever is resting on the peak of' its cam. With
the armature in its unoperated SPACI NG position,
move the spacing arm of the Noo 1 sword against the
armature extension. Place a 0040" wire gauge against
the spacing stop post and move the armature slowly'
toward the MARKING position. The blade of the
sword should strike the .040" gauge before the armature leaves the spacing arm of the sword. Under these
conditions, the armature will move the sword to within not more than 0040" of the stop post. Remove the
.040" gauge and repeat the foregoing procedure. The
armature should leave the spacing arm of the sword
before the blade of the sword strikes the spacing stop
post 0 Under these conditions, there should be some
clearance between the sword and the stop post.
Unhook the armature spring at its
adjusting screw and, with the selector armature in its
operated MARKI NG position, move the marking arm
of the No 0 1 sword against the, selector armature extensiono Then rotate the armature slowly toward the
SPACING position until the armature just leaves the
marking arm of the Noo 1 sword. Check the clearance
between the No. 1 sword and the marking stop post
in the same manner as described in the foregoing paragraph. With each selector lever on the peak of its
cam, each associated sword should be tried for the
foregoing requirement of some clearance, not more
than .040", between each sword and the stop posts.
To adjust, tighten the armature
bracket mounting screws just enough so that the
bracket may be moved by tapping it lightly. By
rotating the bracket on its pivot, the clearance beNOTE (A) These requirements should be checked with
the range finder assembly removed.
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tween the swords and the stop posts may be regulated.
If this clearance is more than .04011 move the bracket
in a direction to bring the armature toward the sword.
If th~re is no clearance, move the bracket in the opposite direction to bring the armature away from the
sword.
If the clearance between the sword
and one stop post is close to zero and the clearance
between the sword and the other stop post is more than
•040", it will be necessary to refine the SELECTOR
ARMATURE BRACKET LINK as follows:
Loosen the armature bracket mounting
screws and the armature bracket link screw and move
the armature bracket to the right or left so that the
rear end of the link will move in a direction corresponding to the post at which a greater clearance is
desi red; i. e., if the clearance between the sword and
the right stop post is less than that between the sword
and the left stop post, move the bracket to the right.
Tighten the bracket link screw and proceed to adjust
the armature bracket according to the preceding paragraphs.
After the bracket is set and both
screws are 'tightened, move the bracket eccentric
against the bracket and tighten its screw. The eccentric and link will, therefore, determine the position
of the bracket. The bracket may be removed by simply
removing the two bracket screws. In replacing, the
bracket should be held against the eccentric stop,
while the two bracket screws are tightened.
2.a. (7)(f) ARMATURE STOPS ADJUST ME NT
(Figures 6 and 7) - See Note (A) - The No. 1 sword
arms (right and left) should cleartheassociated arm of
the selector armature extension by .03511 to .037 11 *
when the front edge of the opposite sword arm is against
its armature extension arm and the No. 1 selector
lever is on the high part of its cam. To adjust the
clearance of the right arm, remove the locking lever
spring and reposition the unoperated stop screw with
the armature in its unoperated position. To adjust the
clearance of the left arm, reposition the operated stop
nut with the armature in the operated position, and
with: the coils energized. If either clearance is
changed, recheck the clearance of the other arm. If
necessary, pinch the nut to make it tight on its screw.
Replace the locking I~ver spring.

*

The upper limit may be increased up
to .04211 only if necessary in order to
permit meeting the requirements for
clearance given under the heading
ARMATURE TR IP-OFF ECCE NTRIC
SCREW ADJUST ME NT.

2.a.(7)(g) ARMATURE LOCKING WEDGE ADJUSTIVIENT (Figure 8) - There should be .006 11 to
.01211 clearance between the point of the armature
locking wedge and the point of the locking lever when
the locking lever is on the long high part of the lock4

ing cam and the two points are in line. To adjust,
move the locking wedge forward or backward in its
slot in the armature extension by means of the locking
wedge lock nut.
2.a. (7)(h) ARMATURE LOCKI NG LEVER SPRI NG
TE NSION (FiglJre 8) - With the locking lever on the
high part of the locking cam, hook a 32 oz. scale in
the spring hole of the locking lever and pull in line
with the spring. It should require 10 to 14 ozs. to
start the lever moving •
2. a. (7)(i) STOP LEVER ECCE NTR IC SCREW ADJUST ME NT (Figure 9) - See Note (A) - The stop lever
on the range finder assembly should overtravel the
latching surface of the trip latch by some, not more
than .006" clearance. To adjust, position the stop
lever eccentric screw by means of its lock nut, making
certain that the tightening of the eccentric screw lock
nut does not disturb the adjustment.
2.a.(7)(j) STOP LEVER SPRING TENSION
(Fi gure 10) - See Note (A)
NOTE: Be sure that the stop lever eccentric
has been adjusted before taking this
reading.
With the trip latch plunger held
operated, hook an 8 oz. scale at the end of the stop
lever on the range finder assembly. It should require
3/4 to 1-1/4 ozs. to start the lever moving.
2.a.(7)(k) SELECTOR STOP ARM AND STOP
LEVER ENGAGEMENT ADJUSTMENT (Figure 11)
(For units equipped with adjustable range scale assembly) - With the selector magnet armature in the
spacing position, rotate the selector cam sleeve until
the stop arm moves the stop lever to its maximum
trave I beyond the step of the trip latch. Loosen the
range scale assembly mounting screws and the positioning link mounting screw just enough to make
them friction tight. Position the range scale assembly
so that the over travel of the stop lever beyond the
trip latch is at least half but not more than the width
of the stop lever. This should be checked with the
range indicator set at 0, 60 and 120 on the range
scale. Tighten the mounting screws and the positioning link screw.
2.a. (7)(1) TRIP LATCH SPRI NG COMPRESSION
(Figure 9) - See Note (A) - When measuring this requirement, the range finder assembly should be held in
a horizontal position. When an 8oz, scale, held
in a vertical position, is applied to the trip latch as
near to the stop lever as possible and pushed upward,
it shouldrequire 1 to 1-1/2 ozs. to start the trip latch
moving.
REPLACE THE RANGE FINDER ASSEMBLY
NOTE (A) These requirements should be checked with
range finder assembly removed.
ORIGINAL
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TAKING CARE TO AVOID JAMMING THE
TRIP LATCH PLUNGER AGAI NST THE ARMA,TURE TRIP-OFF ECCENTRIC SCREW WHEN
REMOUNTI NG.

To adjust, loosen the armature upper pivot screw lock
nut and position the armature by means of its upper
pivot screw. Tighten the lock nut, and replace the
selector magnet bracket.

2.ao(7)(m) ARMATURE TRIP-OFF ECCENTRIC
SCREW ADJUST ME NT (Figure 11) - There should be
some clearance, not more than .004" between the
stop lever and the trip latch when the armature kin
the unoperated position and the selector cam sleeve
is rotated until the stopping edge of the stop lever
is directly below the latching surface of the trip latch.
While checking the above clearance, take up the play
in the stop lever with a screwdriver applied axially
adjacent to the spring hole as close to the bearing as
possible with thrust in the direction of the trip latch 0
This clearance should be held to a minimum to favor
the "at least 0002" end play" of the trip plunger.

Rehook the annature spring and the
selector arm spring.

The trip latch plunger should have at
least .002" end play when the armature is held in the
attracted position and when the stop lever is resting
against its eccentric stop posto (See Figure 9)
To adjust, loosen the trip-off eccentric
screw lock nut and position the eccentric to meetthe
first requirement. The latter requirement serves as a
check on the trip-off eccentric adjustment and also
on the adjustment of the armature stops.
2.a.(7)(n) MAG NET COILS ADJUSTMENT -The
top edge of the core of the upper magnet coil should
align (within 1/64") with the top edge of the armature.
Adjust by means of the magnet coil mounting screws.
2.a.(7)(0) MAGNET BRACKETADJUSTMENTThere should be 0002" to .007"* clearance between
each magnet core and the armature antifreeze strip
when the magnet coi Is are energi zed and the armature
is against the operated stop nut (marking stop). The
faces of the cores should be parallel to the face of the
armature. To adjust, position the bracket by means
of its enlarged mounting holes. See Figure 6 for location of partso
*

This clearance should be .003" to
.010" when a chromium plated armature is u5ed 0

2.a.(8) HOLDING MAGNET SELECTOR MECHAN[SM ADJUSTMENTS - The holding magnet selector
illustrated in Figure 12 should meet the following requirements: REMOVE THE RANGE FI NDER ASSEMBLY
(See Page 2 for Pulling Magnet Selector Mechanism
Adjustments) •
2.a.(8)(a) ARMATURE PIVOT SCREW ADJUSTME NT (Figure 12) - With the armature spring and the
selector arm spring unhooked, the armature should be
free on its pivots with barely perceptible end play.
NOTE (A) These requirements should be checked with
the range finder assembly removed.
ORIGINAL

2.a.(8)(b) SELECTOR MAGNET ADJUSTMENT
(Figure 13) - When the armature is in its operated position, it should touch both magnet cores at approximately the centers of their pole-faces, and the cores
should be centrally located with respect to the armature as gauged by eye when holding a light background
behind the magnet and armature assembly. To adjust,
remove the selector magnet bracket and reposition the
magnet core assembly by means of its mounting screws
while holding the assembly so that the cores are vertical and the armature, by its own weight, rests against
the pole-faces. Replace the selector magnet bracket.
NOTE: When the cores are in proper adjustment, it should require at least 3-1/2
Ibs. pull, with a 64 oz. scale hooked
to the armature edge in line with the
armature extension, to separate the
armature from the cores when a current
of .020 amperes is flowing through
the magnet coi Is (coi Is in series
shunted by 5000 ohm resistance).
2.a.(8)(c) SELECTOR ARM PIVOT SCREW ADJUSTMENT (Figures 14and 15) - See Note (A) - With
the armature spring, the selector arm spring, and selector arm stop detent spring unhooked, the selector
arm should be free on its pivots with barely perceptible
end play, and the locking lever should over-travel the
top and bottom edges of the locking wedge. There
should also be .008" minimum clearance between the
selector arm and the armature extension, and a minimum clearance of .010" between the selector arm and
the selector arm stop detent when the play in the detent is taken up in a direction to make this clearance
a minimum. The end play should be adjusted by means
of the upper pivot screw. If the minimum clearance
requirements are not met, it wi II be necessary to remove the selector magnet bracket, the selector arm
bracket, and adjust both pivot screws of the selector
arm.
2. a. (8)(d) SE LECTOR ARM BRACKET ADJUSTME NT (Figure 12) - See Note (A) - The position of the
selector arill bracket should be such as to provide some
clearance, not more than .040", between each sword
and eitber stop post, under tbe following conditiol'l~:
Remove the locking lever spring, the
armature spring, selector arm stop detent spring, and
the selector arm spring. Rotate the main shaft until
the No. 1 selector lever is resting on the peakof its
cam. With the selector arm in its unoperated (SPACING) position, move the spacing arm of the No. 1
sword against the selector extension. Then rotate the
5
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selector arm slowly toward the MARK ING position
until the selector arm just leaves the spacing arm of
the No. 1 sword. There should be some clearance,
not more than .040", between the No. 1 sword and the
spac i,ng stop post.
With the selector arm in its operated
(MARK ING) position, move the marking arm of the
No. 1 sword against the selector arm extension. Then
rotate the selector arm slowly toward the SPAC ING
position until the selector arm just leaves the marking
arm of the No. 1 sword. There should be some clearance, not more than .040", between the No. 1 sword
and the marking stop post.
With each selector lever on the peak
of its cam, each associated sword should be tried for
the foregoing requirementof some clearance, not more
than. 040" 0 To adjust, loosen the se lector arm bracket
mounting screws just enough to make the bracket
friction tight. Then, to equalize the clearance between the swords and the stop posts, loosen the central i ~ing eccentri c screw lock nut and turn the eccentric screw clockwise to provide more clearance on the
SPACING side or counterclockwise to provide more
clearance on the MARKI NG side.
NOTE: Be sure that the selector arm stop
detent does not interfere with the adjustmento
The centralizing eccentric screw
always be located so that its indicating line is
adjacent to the marked scale that has been provided on
the bracket to aid in gauging the amount the screw
must be turnedo Tighten the lock nut when the selector arm has been centralized. To obtain the II some
clearance, not more than .040", II requirement between the swords and the stop posts, insert the Noo
90783 adjusting wrench in one of the two holes providedand turn the wrench to move the bracket closer
to orfartherfrom the swords as required. Then tighten
the selector arm bracket mounting screwso Replace
the locking lever spring, selector arm spring, and
armature spring.

low part of its cam, there should be an equal amount
of clearance, within 0003 11 , between the sides of the
locking wedge and the locking lever when the selector
arm is in the MARKING or SPACING positiono
NOTE: When checking the MARKI NG position, be sure that the selector arm
operating screw does not interfere
with the movement of the selector
arm 0
To adjust, loosen the screw that
mounts the se Iector arm stop detent eccentric post i ust
enough to make the post friction tight. Position the
stop detent by turning the post; then tighten the post
mounting screw.
20ao(8)(h) SELECTOR ARM STOP DETENT
SPRING TENSION (Figure 14) - Unhook the stop
spring from the locking lever guide and hook an 8 oZo
scale in the spring eye 0 It should require 4 to 50zso
to pull the spring to its position length.
20ao(8)(i) SELECTOR LEVER SPRING TENSION
(Figure 16) - With the code bars in the MARKI NG
position and with the main bai I in its highest position,
move the swords manually to the SPACI NG positiono
Hook a 320zo scale over the end of each selector
lever at the selector cam sleeve and pull radially to
the main shafto It shall require from 6 to 10 oZSo to
start each selector lever moving.

shJ~ld

2.a.(8)(e) LOCKING WEDGE ADJUSTMENT
(Figure 16) - With the locking leveron a high partof
its cam, the endof the lockingwedae shouldclearthe
locki n9 Iever by .005" to .012 11 when the end of the
wedge is held in line with the locking lever. To adjust, loosen the locking wedge mounting screw and
position the locking wedge in its guide: then ti!Jhten
the mounting screw o

NOTE: When making this check, be sure that
the selector levers are free and without bindo
20ao(8)(j) SELECTOR MAGNET BRACKET POSITION ADJUSTMENT (Figure 17) - With the main
shaft in the stop position, rotate the selector cam
sleeve until the locking lever just drops off the high
part of its cam; then rotate the cam sleeve backward
until the rotation is stopped by the locki ng Iever 0
Under this condition there should be a clearance of
0060 11 to .065" between the armature extension and
the face of a tooth on the armature cam 0 To adj ust,
loosen the selector magnet bracket mounting screws
and the selector magnet bracket adjusting arm mounting screws just enough to make the bracket and adjusting arm friction tighta Then position the selector
magnet bracket by means of the adjusting arm, using
the Noo 90783 adjusting wrench. To do this, insert
the adjusting wrench in the hole above the end of the
adjusting arm and rotate the wrench. Tighten the
bracket and adjusting arm mounting screws.

2.a.(8)(f) LOCKING LEVER SPRING TENSION
(Figure 16) - With the locking lever on the high part
of its cam, hook an 8oz. scale on the end ofthe locking lever, at the spring hole, and pull in line with
the spring. It should require 4 to 5-1/2 ozs. to start
the lever movi ng away from the cam 0

NOTE: When checking the above requirement,the armature extension should
be held approximately. 045" from the
bottom of the notch of its cam.

2.a.(8)(g) SELECTOR ARM STOP DETENT ADJUSTME NT (Figure 14) - With the locking leveron the

2oa.(8)(k) SELECTOR MAGNET BRACKET ADJUSTMENT (Figure 13)
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NOTE: When making this adjustment theseIector arm shou Id be, kept in the
MARKING position.
With the selector magnet energized,
the clearance between the selector armoperating screw
and the selector armshould,be .004 11 to 0006 11 greater
when the armature lever is on a peak of its cam than
when the armature is opposite an indent on the cam.
2.a.(8)(k)1. To adjust,de-energize the selector magnet and rotate the selector cam sleeve unti I
the armature extension is resting on the peak of the
armature cam. Holding the cam sleeve in this position,
turn the main shaft to a point where it moves the armature the greatest distance 0
2.ao(8)(k)2. With the selector magnet still deenergized, loosen the selector magnet bracket mount-·
ing screws and, by meansof its adjusting screw, rotate
the selector magnet bracket so that the armature just
touches the pole-faces; then turn the adjusting screw
an additional one-tenth of a turn counterclockwiseo
This wi II press the armature firmly against the magnet
cores. (While making the one-tenth of a turn adjustment, be careful to avoid lost motion bytakingupthe
slack in the adjusting screwo)
2.a.(8)(k)3. With the selector magnet energized, measure the clearance between the selector arm
operating screw and the selector arm and if there is no
clearance, back off the selector arm operating screw
to provide at least. 006 11 clearance. Then rotate the
selector cam sleeve so that the armature extension is
opposite an indent of its cam and again measure the
clearance between the selector arm operating screw
and the selector arm. If the difference in the two
clearances exceeds.. 006 11, the selector magnet bracket
adjusting screw should be turned clockwise. If the
difference in the clearance is less than .004 11 , turn
the screw counterclockwise • Tighten the selector
magnet bracket mounting screws.
2.a.. (8)(1) ARMATURE SPRING TENSION ADJUST ME NT (Figure 13-A) - Unhook the armature spring
from its spring arm and rotate the main shaft untiJ the
armature extension is on a high part of its cam.
With a 32 oz. scale hooked in its spring eye, pull the
spring to its position length 0 The following tension
should apply:
2. a. (8)(1) 1. If a distortion test set is avai lable,
the spring tension should be set at the optimum value
within the limits of 13 to 240zso
2.a.(8)(1)20 If no distortion test set is available, the springtension should be 17 to 19 ozs., except when coils are connected in parallel without a
1000 ohm shunt. Under this latter condition the tension should be 13to 15 ozs. To adjust, loosen the
spring arm mounting nut and position the spring arm.
Then tighten the mounting nut'. Rehook the armature
spring.
ORIGINAL

20ao(8)(m) SELECTOR ARMOPERATING SCREW
ADJUSTMENT (Figure 18) - With the selector magnet
energized and the selector cam sleeve rotated so that
the armature extension is opposite an indent of its
cam, there should be a clearance of .003 11 to .006 11
between the selector arm operating screw and the selector arm. To adjust, loosen the selector arm operating screw lock nut and position the screw; then tighten
the lock nut 0
2.a.(8)(n) SELECTOR ARM SPRING TENSION
(Fi gure 19) - Unhook the se lector arm stop detent
springo With the armature extension on a high partof
its cam, and the locking lever held' away from the
locking wedge, hook an 8 oz. scale over the end of
the locki ng wedge and pu II parall el to the se lector
arm spring. It should require 1-1/4 to 1-3/4 oZSo to
start the selector arm moving. Reform the outer loop
of the selector arm spring, if necessary, to meet this
requirement. Replace the detent spring.
CAUTION: Care should be taken notto nick,
crimp or otherwise deform the
springor spring wire when reforming loops.
2.ao (8)(0) STOP LEVER ECCENTRIC SCREW ADJUST ME NT (Figure 20) - See Note (A) - The stop
lever on the range finder assembly should overtravel
the latching face of the trip latch by not more than
.006 11 • To adjust, loosen the stop lever eccentric
screw lock nut and position the screw; then tighten
the lock nut, maki ng certain that the ti ghteni ng of the
lock nut does not disturb the adjustment.
2.ao(8)(p) TRIP LATCH SPRING COMPRESSION
(Figure 20) - See Note (A) - Whenmeasuringthis requirement, the range finder assembly should be held
in a horizontal position. Apply the push end of an
8 oz. scale, held in a vertical position to the trip
latch, as near to the stop lever as possible and push
upwardo It should require 1 to 1-1/2 ozs. to start the
trip latch moving.
20ao(8)(q) STOP LEVER
(Figure 10) - See Note (A)

SPRING

TENSION

NOTE: Be sure that the stop lever eccentric
has been adjusted before checking
this requirement.
With the trip latch plunger held operated, hook an 8 oz. scale on the end of the stop lever
of the range finderassembly and pull horizontally at
a right angle to the stop lever. It should require 3/4
to 1-1/4 ozs. to start the lever moving.
2.a.(8)(r) SELECTOR STOP ARM AND STOP
LEVER ENGAGEMENT ADJUSTMENT (Figure 11)
(For units equipped with adjustable range scale asNOTE (A) These requirements should be checked with
the range finder assembly removed.
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sembly) - With the selector magnet armature in the
spacing position, rotate the selector cam sleeve until
the stop arm moves the stop lever to its maximum travel
beyond the step of the trip latch. Loosen the range
scale assembly mounting screws and the positioning
link mounting screw just enough to make them friction
tight. Position the range scale assembly so that the
overtravel of the stop lever oeyond the trip latch is at
least half but not more than the width of the stop lever.
This should be checked with the range indicator set at
0, 60 and 120 on the range scale. Tighten the mounting screws and the posi tioni ng link screw.

screw, and swing the bracket so that
the ribbon spool cup wi II not interfere
with the basket. Remove the belland-break signal mechanism. Hold
the pull bars out of engagement with
the pull bar guide (I]S an aid in holding the pull bars out of engagement
with the pull bar guide, use a piece
of wire or stri ng around the upper ends
of the pu II bars). Di sen gage lower
end of function pull bars from mechanism on base, and slide the assembly
upward. Care shou Id be taken that
the pu II bar toes are not jammed
against the spacer locking bai I or the
signal bell hammer.

REPLACE THE RANGE FINDER ASSEMBLY, TAKING
CARE TO AVOID JAMMING THE TRIP LATCH
PLUNGER AGAINST THE ARMATURE TR IP-OFF
SCREW WHEN REMOUNTING.
2.a. (8)(s) TRIP-OFF SCREW ADJUSTME NT
(Figure 21) - There should be some clearance, not
more than .004" between the stop lever and the trip
latch when the armature is in the unoperated position
and the selector cam sleeve is rotated unti I tine stopping edgeof the stop lever is directly below the latching surface of the trip latch. While checking the
above clearance, take up the play in the stop
lever with a screwdriver applied axially adjacent to
the spring hole as close to the bearing as possible with
thrust in the direction of the trip latch. This clearance should be held to a minimum to favor the II at,
least .002" end play" of the trip plunger.

2.a.(9) SPACER DETENT AND SPACER DETENT
LEVER SPRING TENSION (Figures 22 and 23) - See
Note (B)

The trip latch plunger should have at
least .002" end playwhen the armature is held inthe
attracted position and when the stop lever is resting
against its eccentric stop post. (See Figure 20)

2.a.(9)(a) There should be .002" to .018" clearance between the face of the spacer feed pawl and the
face of a tooth on the spacer ratchet wheel, when the
spacer operating lever roller is resting in the bottom
of the main bail plunger indent and the detent roller
is resting in the hollow between two teeth. Gauge
throughout one complete revolution of the ratchet
wheel. To adjust, loosen the left front motor plate
mounting screw and remove the two rear screws that
hold the motor plate to the base. Remove the keyboard drive gear assembly and swing the motor out so
as to gain access to the detent lever plate adjusting
screw with a screwdriver. Adjust the detent lever
plate, by meansof these screws, to meet the foregoing
requirements.

To adjust, loosen the trip-off screw
lock nut and position the screw to meet the first requirement. The latter requirement serves as a check
on the trip-off screw adjustment and also on the adjustment of the se lector magnet bracket.

NOTE: It is possible to set the spacer detent
in a position one full tooth off. This
error, however, wi II affect the detent spring tension. Recheck the
spring tension.

END OF HOLDING MAGNET SELECTOR
MECHANISM ADJUSTMENTS
NOTE: Before making the following adjustments, it is necessary to remove the
type basket from the typing unit. In
order to avoid stretching springs and
the possible bending of levers, the
following method is suggested: Unhook the code bar locking lever
spring, the signal bell hammer spring,
letters pull bar spring, the space release pull bar spring, and locking
bai I spring, if the unit is equipped
with a mechanism to prevent printing
andspacingon lowercase blank. Remove the three type basket assembly
mounting screws. Remove the right
ribbon spool bracket front mounting
screw, loosen the rear mounting
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2.a.(9)(b) With the detent roller resting in the
hollow between two teeth, hook a 4 lb. scale in the
spring hole and pull in line with the spring. It should
require 3-1/4 to 3-3/4 Ibs. to start the detent lever
moving.
NOTE: Since adjustments (a) and (b) are
interrelated, both should be rechecked if one of them is altered.
Make sure that the feed pawl advances the ratchet only one tooth
during one complete operating cycle.
2.a.(10) SPACER FEED PAWL SPRING TENSION
(Figure 22) - See Note (B) - Hook an 8 oz. scale over
the spacer feed pawl just below the sloped edge of the
pawl and pull as nearly at right angles to the pawl as
NOTE (B)

These requirements should be checked with
the type basket removed.
ORIGINAL
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possible. It should require 1 to 2 ozs. to start the pawl
moving.

collar to become embedded in the
Germansilver separator washers. To
prevent this, tighten the nuts as
follows: First back off the nuts and
turn the lower nut unti I the lock
washer is pressed flat. Then, with a
wrench, hold the lower nut in this
position while tightening the lock
nut.

2.a.(11) SPACER OPERATING LEVER SPRING
TE NSION (Figure 23) - See Note (B) - Hook a 12 lb.
scale over the spacer operating lever just below the
roller and pull as nearly parallet to the spring as
possible. It should require 5to 6 Ibs. to start the
lever moving.
2.a.(12) RIBBON FEED LEVER SPRINGTENSION
(Figure 24) - See Note (B) - Loosen the ribbon feed
pawl and move it out of engagement with the ribbon
feed ratchet. With the ribbon feed lever roller in the
plunger indent, hook a 32 oz. scale over the top of
the ribbon feed lever and pull horizontally toward the
front of the unit. It should require 12to 18 ozs. to
start the levermoving. Tighten the ribbon feedpawl.
2.a.(13) SPACER LOCKING BAIL SPR'ING TEN;'
SION (Figure 25) - See Note (B) - Hook an 8 oz.
scale under the spring hole in the right extension of
the spacer locking bail and pull up vertically. It
should require 1-1/2 to 2 ozs. to start the bail moving.
NOTE: When taking this tension, hold the
spacer locking pawl away from the
bail.
2.a.(14) FUNCTION BAR BRACKET PLATES ADJUST ME NT (Fi gure 26) - The two end pu II bars supported by the function bar bracket plates should have
an equal amount of play in the segment. Adjust both
the right and left function bar bracket plates by rotating them on their mounting screws.
2.a. (15) PULL BAR SPR INGS TENSION (Figure 27)
See Note (B) - Unhook the spring from each pu II
bar. With an 8 oz. scale held in a vertical position,
hook the scale in the spring eye. It should require
3 to 4 ozs. to pu II each character pu II bar spri ng to
its position length and 5-1/2 to 6-3/40zs. to pull
corresponding function pull bar springs to their position length. Rehook springs.
Remount the type basket. Care should be
taken that the pu II bar toes are not jammed against
the spacer locking bail and the sigmal bell hammer.
Replace the type basket assembly mounting screws.
Replace the right ribbon spool bracket front mounting
screw amd tighten rear mounting screw. See that the
function bar spring bracket is replaced. Replace the
code bar locking lever spring, the letters pull bar
spring, the space release pull bar spring, and the signal bell hammer spring. Replace the bell and break
mechanism.
NOTE: If the code bar assembly is removed
from the pull bar guide plate, care
must be used in replacing, as excessive tightening of the code bar post
nuts may cause the code bar separator
ORIGINAL

2.a.(16) MAIN BAIL GUIDE POST ADJUSTMENT
NOTE: This adjustment applies only to units
equipped with the main bai I guide post
and an adjustable eccentric bushing.
2. a. (16)(a) The main bail should be free throughout its travel and the eccentric bushing should be so
positioned that the following adjustments can be met:
2.a. (16)(a) 1. Pull Bar Guide Adjustment - See
2.a. (17).
2.a. (16)(a)2. Main bail adjusting screw adjust...;
ment - See 2.a.(18).
2.a.(16)(b) To adjust the main bail guide post:
2.a.(16)(b)1. Position pull bar guide so that
it is in the middfe of the adjustment provided by its
. elongated mounting holes.
2.a. (16)(b)2. With the BLANK combination set
up, rotate the marn shaft unti I the mai n bail is opposite the humps on the unselected pull bars. Position
the eccentric bushing so that the guide post is away
from the bottom of the bai I slot and so that the c learance between the main bail and the LETTERS and
FIGURES pull bar humps is approximately equal.
2.a.(16)(b)3. With the main bail roller on the
high part of its cam see that the clearance between the
code bars and the LETTERS and FIGURES pull bars is
approximatelyequal. (It may be necessary to advance
. the main bail adjusting screw to obtain clearance between the pull bars and the code bars.)
2.a.(16)(b)4. Recheck adjustment 2. Toobtain
both requirementsoutlinedin 2 and 3, itmaybenecessary to relocate either the eccentric bushing, the type
bar basket or the pull bar guide.
2.a. (16)(b)5. After positioning the guide post,
check adjustment "\a).
2.a. (17) PULL BAR GUIDE ADJUSTMENT (Figure
28) - With the BLA NK combination set up, there
should be .008" to .020" clearance between the unselected pull bars and the main bail, when the main
bail is opposite the pull bar humpsand the play ofthe
NOTE (B)

These requirements should be checked with
the type basket removed.
9
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mainbai I is taken up in a direction to make this clearance a minimum. With the LETTERS combination set
up, there should be .008" to .020 11 clearance between
the main bail and the blank pull bar.
There should be .004" to .080" clearance
between the end of the No. 1 T-lever and the bottom
of the slot in the code bar, measured at the point of
closest approach. Also see that there is some clearance; between the ends of Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5 T-levers and their respective code bars, measured at the
point of closest approach. To meet these requirements,
adjust the position of the pull bar guide by means of
its mounting screws.
2.a.(18) MAIN BAIL ADJUSTING SCREW ADJUSTMENT (Figure 1) - Rotate the main shaft until
the main bai I has reached its stop position (main bai I
roller on the high part of its cam). With the code
bars in the MARKI NG position, there should be .010"
to .05011 clearance between the pu II bars and the code
bars when the play in the main bail and the pull bars
is taken up to make this clearance a minimum. Check
this clearance with the code bars in the SPACING
position. To adjust, position the main bail adjusting
screw by means of its lock nut.
2~a.(19) SPACER LOCKING PAWL BRACKET ADJUSl'MENT (Figure 25) - The shoulder on the spacer
locking pawl should clear the notched part of the
spacer operclting lever by .040" to .050" when FIGURES combination is selected and the main shaft is rotated vntil the spacer operating lever roller is on the
high part of the main bail plunger. To adjust, position the spacer locking pawl bracket by means of its
mounting screws.

2;,a.(20) SPACER LOCKING BAIL FINGER ADJUSTNIENT (Figure 29) - There should be .015" to
.025" . clearance between the latching edge of the
spacer operclting lever and the latching edge of the
spacer locking pawl when the liE" combination is set
up and the main shaft rotated until the two edges are
in line. To adjust, hold the spacer locking bail by
means of the No. 72574 holding tool inserted under
the type bar segment, alongside the carriage shaft
gear'and bend the spacer locking bail finger with the
No. 72575 bending tool. The bending tool should be
inserted horizontally between the motor and the main
casting (on the left side of the unit).
2.a.(21) SPACER LOCKING PAWL SPRING TENSION(Figul'e 25) - Set up the BLANK combination
and rotate the main shaft until the main bail is in its
extreme upper position. Place the typing unit on its
back (resting on the motor). Hook an 8 oz. scaleover
the spacer locking pawl and pull up vertically. It
should require 1-1/2 to 3-1/2 ozs. to start the pawl
moving.
2.a.(22) CARRIAGE BRACKET LOCATING PLATE
After the front carriage bracket has been set in a
position where the carriage moves freely back and
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forth in all positions of the spacing gear, the carriage
bracket locating plate should be moved against the
bracket so that its three projections make contact with
the bracket, and fastened in place. Thus, if the
bracket is moved thereafter, it may be replaced in its
proper position without further adjustment.
2.a.(23) CARRIAGE LOCKING PAWL POST ADJUSTMENT (Figure 31) - When in the LETTERS position, the carriage locking pawl should set fully on
the locking toe when the play of the pawl is taken up
in either direction. To adjust, position the locking
pawl post by means of its lock nut.
2.a. (24) LEFT TAPE GUIDE ADJUSTMENT (Figure
32) - The left tape guide should cleat the platen roll
by .004" to .010" fhroughoutonecompleterevoluHon
of the platen roll. Adjust by means of its mounting
screw.
2.a.(25} RIGHT TAPE GUIDE ADJUSTNIENT (Figure 32) - The right tape guide should be so adjusted
that when a piece of tape is inserted through both
right and left tape guides, it willalign with the platen
roll and the printing wi II be in the center of the tape.
Adjust the right tape guide by means of its mounting
screw.
There should be .010" to .020" clearance
between the platen roll and the end of the right tape
guide when gauged throughout one complete revolution
of the platen roll. Adjust by bending the right tape
guide.
2.a.(26} TAPE FEED ROLL SPRING TENSION
(Figure 32) - With the tape feed roll resting on the
platen, hook an 8 oz. scale over the end of the tape
feed roll bearing screw and pull at right angles to the
tape feed roll lever. It should require 6 to 80zs. to
start the lever moving.

2.a.(27} TAPE CHUTE ADJUSTNIENT -The exit
tape-chute should be in alignment with the left hand
tape guide; adjust by means of the chute mounting
screws. There also should be from .015" to .040"
clearance between the under surface of the left hand
tape guide and the top surface of the exit chute channel
when the platen assembly is in either the LETTERS or
FIGURES position. If necessary, adjust by bending
the chute bracket.
2.a.(28} SHIFT ROCKER POST ADJUSTNIENT
(Figure 33) - The sides of the shift rocker post should
be parallel to the carriage shaft. Adjust by means of
the shift rocker post lock nut.
2.a.(29} CARRIAGE RETURN SPRING TENSION
(Figure 30) - Unhook the carriage return spring from
the spring post. With the carriage in the LETTERS position, hook an 8 oz. scale in the spring eye and pull
the spring to its normal position length. It should require 6.. 1/2 to 7-1/2 oZSo Replace spring.
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2.a.(30)CARRIAGE LOCKING PAWL SPRING
TENSION (Figure 31) - With the carriage held back
far enough so that there is a clearance between the
carriage locking toe and the' carriage locking pawl,
hook an 8 oz. scale over the carriage locking pawl
just below the spring hole and pull up in line with the
spring. It should require 1-1/2 to 2:-1/2 ozSo to start
the pawl moving.
2.a.(31) SHIFT ROCKER LEVER POST ADJUSTME NT (Figure 34) - The front surface of the shift rocker lever post should be parallel to the fror:at edge of
the base plate 0 Position the post by means of its lock
nut.
2.a.(32) CARRIAGE EXTENSION ADJUSTMENT
(Fig'Jre 33) - The carriage extension should travel
equally on either side of a vertical line through the
center of the shift rocker bearing screw, when the
carriage is moved from the FIGURES to the LETTERS
position. Adjust by means of the carriage extension
mounting screws.
20a. (33) SH 1FT ROCKER ADJUSTMENT - With the
carriage in the FIGURES position, select the LETTERS
combination and rotate the main shaft until the main
bai I roller is on the low part of its cam. Lift the main
bail by hand to its highest position. The carriage
locking toe should overtravel the carriage locking pawl
not more than. 020". Adjust the shift rocker by means
of its adjusting screw to meet this requirement. See
Figure 34 for location of parts.
NOTE: On those printers arranged to unshift
on SPACE as well as on LETTERS combination, determine if the UNSH 1FT
ON SPACE gives the carriage a shorter travel 0 If so, use this combination
instead of the LETTERS combination
in making the adjustment.
20a.(34) TYPE BAR REMOVAL - Remove the carriage spring, the ribbon from the guide, and the two
screws from the carriage front bracket. Lift off the
carriage assembly. Move the type bar forward and
downward until the teeth on the type bar are disengaged from those on the pu II bar. The type bar may
then be unhooked from the fulcrum rod and removed.
To replace a type bar, hook it over the
fulcrum rod. If the teeth are meshed properly, the
type bar wi II rest against the pad when the top of its
pull bar is in line with the other pull bars. If the type
bar does not rest against the pad, move the type bar
downward again unti I the teeth are out of mesh and
then raise the pull bar as many teeth as is necessary
to permit the type bar to resume its correct position.
Replace the carriage making sure that the bracket is
against the positioning plate, and tighten the bracket
mounting screws.
The type bars should be free in their segment slots with a minimum amount of side play. To
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check the freeness of a type bar, move it clown so that
thepallet rests Iightlyon theplatenroll. Then, when
the type bar is released, it should return to its normal
position against the type bar pad. If necessary, the
sides of the type bar may be lapped on a fine stone
to prevent binding in the segment slot.
2.a.(35) PULL BAR LOCK-OUT LEVER ADJUSTME NT (Figures 35 and 36) - With the platen in the
FIGURES position, the BLA NK combination selected,
and the main shaft rotated until the main bail is in its
uppermost position, there should be .004" to .040"
clearance between the S or J pull bar (according to
type) and the code bars.
There should be 0004" to .040" clearance
between the BE LL pu II bar and the code bars when
the foregoing selection is applied with the platen in
the LETTERS position"
With the platen in the FIGURES position,
the BELL combination selected, and the main shaft
rotated until the main bai I has moved to approximately
.010 11 below the bell pull bar notch, there should be
at least .010" clearance between the BELL pull bar
and the lock out lever roller that is in contact with
the S or J pull bar. When measuring this clearance
the play of the platen shaft, the shift rocker and the
lock out lever shou Id be taken up in the direction that
minimizes the clearance.
To meet the foregoing requirements, position the adjusting lever by utilizing the play in its
mounting holes.
NOTE: As an increase in pull bar clearance
also increases the load on the platen
shift return spring, the platen shift
mechanism should be checked (manuall y) for correct operation.
2.a.(36) RIBBON GUIDE ADJUSTMENT - There
should be 0040" to .050" clearance between the printing surface of the platen roll and both sides of the
ribbon guide. To measure this clearance, insert the
gauge horizontally between the printing surface of the
platen roll and both sidesof the ribbon guide. To adjust, position the ribbon guide by means of its mounting screws. There should be 3/16" to 7/32" clearance
between the tongue of the guide and the side of the
platen roll. Bend the guide if necessary. Recheck the
previous adjustment.
2.a.(37) RIBBON SPOOL CUPS ADJUSTMENT
'(Figure 37) - The centers of both ribbon spool cup
rollers should be within 4-11/16" to 4-13/16" of the
typing unit base plate. To adjust, loosen the ribbon
spool cup lock nuts and rotate the cups; tighten the
lock nuts.
20a.(38) RIGHT AND LEFT RIBBON SPOOL SHAFT
GEARS ADJUSTMENT (Figure 38) - The right and
left ribbon spool shafts should have some end play, not
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more than .004 11 • To adjust, position the bevel gears
on the· ends of the shafts.
NOTE: If the unit is equipped with an endof-line indicator or a tape feed-out
control mechanism, obtain the. 004"
end play on the right-hand ribbon
spool shaft by means of the rear set
collar.
2.a.(39) RIBBON SPOOL BRACKETS ADJUSTME NT - The ribbon spool brackets should align with
the edgesof the base plate and there should be a minimum amount of backlash between the bevel gears on
the ribbon spool shafts and the bevel gearson the ribbon
feed shaft throughout a complete revolution of the
ribbon spool shafts when the ribbon feed shaft is in its
extreme left-hand and right-hand position, respectively. To adjust, position the ribbon spool brackets.
NOTE: If the unit is equipped with an endof-line indicator mechanism or a tape
feed-out counter mechanism, the
right-hand bracket should be adjusted
so that the front edge of the righthand ribbon spool cup is approximately in line with the front edge of the
left-hand ribbon spool cup, and the
gear backlash should be obtained by
positioning the gear on the ri ghthand ribbon spool shaft.
2.a.(40) RIBBON SPOOLSHAFTS SPRINGCOMPRESSION ADJUSTMENT (Figure 38) - Move the
ribbon feed shaft to its left-hand position. Hook an
8 oz. scale over the pin in the right ribbon spool shaft
and pull horizontally at right angle to a line through
the center of the pin and the center of the ribbon
spool shaft • It should require 2-1/2 to 5 ozs. to start
the ribbon spool shaft moving. The proper compression
of the ribbon spool shaft spring can be obtained by
meansof the spring adjusting collar. Move the ribbon
feed shaft to its right-hand position and adjust the
left-hand spring compression in the same manner.
2.a.(41) LEFT RIBBON REVERSE ARM SHAFT ADJUST ME NT (Fi gure 87) - (For Units equipped with
Ribbon Reverse Arm Yield Spring) - There should be
from .005 11 to .025" clearance between the rear of the
left spool cup and the front end of the ribbon reverse
shaft when the ribbon reverse shaft is held forward to
make this clearance a minimum.
To adjust, loosen the set screw of the
spring block, and if necessary, the set screws of the
ribbon reverse shaft collar and Iink. Position the shaft
while holding the ribbon reverse arm against the
ribbon spool bracket and the spring block agaitilst the
reverse arm. Tighten the spring block set screw.
2.0. (42) RIBBON REVERSE ARM SHAFTS ADJUSTMENTs (Figure 39) - (For units not equipped with
Ribbon Reverse Arm Yield Spring) - The front ends of
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the right and left ribbon reverse arm shafts shou Id clear
their respective ribbon spool cups by .005" to .025"
when the ribbon reverse arms are held against the
brackets to make the clearance a minimum. Toadjust,
position the ribbon reverse arms on the ribbon reverse
arm shafts by means of their set screws.
2.a.(43) RIBBON REVERSE ARM SHAFTS COLLAR
ADJUSTMENTS (Figure 39 and 87) - Both right and
left ribbon reverse arm shafts should have some end
play, not more than. 004" on units not equipped with
yieldspringandnotmore than .010" on units equipped
with yield spring. To adjust, position the collar on
each shaft by means of its set screw. Locate the set
screws so that they are easi Iy accessi ble when the
ribbon reverse arms are against the ribbon spool cups.
2.a.(44) RIBBON REVERSE PAWL L1NKSADJUSTMENT - The ribbon reverse bail should clear both left
andright-handribbonreversepawlsby .015" to .040"
when the ribbon reverse bail is opposite the reverse
pawls and the ribbon reverse arms are against the ribbon spool cups. When checking the .015" clearance
between either ribbon reverse pawl and the ribbon reverse bail, the play in the ribbon reverse bail should
be taken up in a direction to make the clearance a
minimum. When checking for the .040" clearance,
the play in the ribbon reverse bail should be taken up
in a direction to make the clearance a maximum.
To adjust units equipped with ribbon reverse arm yieldspring, position the spring blockonthe
left ribbon reverse shaft and the sleeve on the right
ribbon reverse shaft. See Figure 88.
To adjust units not equipped with ribbon
reverse arm yield spring, position ribbon reverse arms
by means of their set screws. The ribbon reverse pawl
link should not bind on their shoulder screws. See
Figure 40.
2.a.(45) RIBBON REVERSE ARM YIELD SPRING
TENSION ADJUSTMENT (Figure 88) - Position the
ribbon reverse bail so that it will block thefull travel
of the ribbon reverse arm, and with the ribbon reverse
pawl resting against the ribbon reverse bail, apply the
push end of an 8 oz. scale, held at a right angle to
the ribbon reverse arm at the center where the ribbon
is threaded. It should require 1-1/2 to 4-1/2 ozs. to
start the ribbon reverse arm moving. If it is necessary
to increase or decrease the tension, remove the spring
and adjust by bending.
2.a. (46) RIBBON SPOOL SHAFT SLOT ADJUSTME NT - The ribbon spools should be held firmly in
place on the ribbon spool shafts. To adjust, spread
the prongs at the end of the shafts. See Fi gure 39.
2.a.(47) RIBBON FEED SHAfT SAFETY SPRING
COMPRESSION (Figure 41) - With the main bail in
its extreme upper position, sl ide the ribbon feed shaft
to its left-hand position. Apply the push end of a 12
lb. scale to the upper end of the right ribbon reverse
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pawl, and push down vertically. It should require 3
to 5lbs. to start the spring collar moving.
NOTE: Hold the ribbon feed shaft to prevent
it from moving. Slide the ribbon feed
shaft to its right-hand position and
check the ribbon feed shaft left safety
spring in a simi lar manner.
2.a.(48) RIBBON FEED SHAFT DETENT PLUNGER
SPRING COMPRESSION (Figure 42) - Remove the
ribbon feed pawl and check pawl. With the ribbon,
feed shaft in its left-hand position, apply the push end
of a 12 lb. scale to the left end of the shaft and push
in line with the shaft. It should require 1-1/2 to
3-1/2 Ibs. to move the shaft to its right-hand position.
2.a.(49) RIBBON CHECK PAWL ADJUSTMENT
The upper end of the ribbon check pawl (Figure 43)
should be 1/16 11 (plus or minus 1/6411 ) belowthe lower
surface of the pull bar guide. Adjust by means of the
ribbon check pawl mounting screw.
2.a.(50) RIBBONCHECK PAWL SPRING PRESSURE
(Figure 43) - With an 8 oz. scale hooked over the
extreme lower end of the ribbon check pawl and pulled
at right angles to the pawl, it should require 6 to 8
ozs. to start the pawl movi ng away from the ratchet.
Make certain that the working edge of the pawl does
not bind against a tooth on the ratchet when taking
this pressure. Adjust by bending the pawl.
2.a. (51) RIBBON FEED PAWLADJUSTMENT - The
ribbon feed pawl should he so positioned that the ratch et wi II be moved one or two teeth throu ghout a compete revolution of the main shaft. To adjust, position the ribbon feed pawl by means of its mounting
screw.
2.a.(52) RIBBON FEED PAWL SPRING PRESSURE
ADJUSTMENT (Figure 43) - With the ribbon feed shaft
pushed to the right, the main shaft in its stop position
and an 8 oz. scale hooked over the extreme front edge
of the ribbon feed pawl and pulled at a right angle to
the pawl, it should require 6 to 80zs. to start the
pawl mO'li ng away from the ri bbon feed ratchet. Make
certain that the feeding edge of the pawl does not
bind against a tooth on the ratchet when taking this
tension. To adjust, bend the ribbon feed pawl spring.
2.a.(53) RIGHT AND LEFT RIBBON REVERSE
PAWLS SPRING TENSION (Figure 41) - With the
ribbon feed shaft in its left-hand position, hook an
8 oz. scale over the spring post on the left ribbon
reverse lever and pull in line with the spring. It
should require 1-3/4 to 3-3/4 ozs. to start the lever
moving. Move the ribbon feed shaft to its right-hand
position and check the right ribbon reverse pawl spring
in the same manner.
'
2.a. (54) LEFT FUNCTION PULL BAR SPR ING
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ADJUSTMENT (Figure 44) - With the main bail in its
extreme downward position, hook an 8 oz. scale over
the LETTERS pull bar, just below the hump, and pull
horizontallyat a right angle to the pull bar. It should
require 1 to 1-1/2 ozs. to start the pull bar moving.
Adjust the position of the spring bracket by means of
its lock nut to meet this requirement.
2.a.(55) RIGHT FUNCTION PULL BAR SPRING
BRACKET ADJUSTMENT (Figure 45) - With the main
bai I in its extreme upward position, hook an 8 oz.
scale over the code bar locking lever just above the
No.1 code bar and pull horizontallyat a right angle
to the locking lever. It should require 3-1/2 to 50zs.
to start the locking lever moving. Adjust by positioning the right function pull bar spring bracket by means
of its lock nut.
2.a.(56) BELL HAMMER ECCENTRIC SCREW ADJUST ME NT (Figure 46)
2. a. (56)(a) (Units equipped with type bar opera"
ted by bell pull bar) - With the bell pull barselected
and the main shaft rotated unti I the main bai I is in its
uppermost position, there should be a clearance of
.020 11 to .040 11 between the bell hammer lip and the
bell hammer post when the bell type bar with pallet is
held against the platen. To adjust, position the bell
hammer eccentric screw by means of its lock nut. Keep
the high part of the eccentric to the rear.
2.a. (56)(b) (Units not equipped with type bar
operated by bell pull bar) - With the bell pull barselected and the main bai I Iifted by hand to its extreme
upward position, the end of the bell pull bar toe should
alignwiththe outer edge of thebell hammereccentric
screw and there should be .045 11 to .075 11 clearance
between the be II hammer lip and the be II hammer post.
Adjust the position of the bell hammer post for the pull
bar toe and eccentric screw alignment and adjust the
bell hammer eccentric screw to provide the specified
clearance.
2.a.(57) SIGNAL BELLADJUSTMENT - The signal
bell should be positioned so as to obtain the most satisfactory tone. It shou Id also be positioned to provide
at least .010 11 clearance between the bell and all
brackets and screws, and at Ieast .00411 between the
bell and the tape chute or platform. Adjust bymeans
of its mounting screw.
2.0.(58) MAINBAILCAMCLUTCHTORQUE (Figure 47) - Remove the gear guard and the tape container. This torq'Je should be taken with the motor
running at least 10 minutes, and when the selector
magnet is energized. Press down on the main bail so
as to move the main bail roller away from its cam.
With a 32 oz. scale hooked into the screwhole on top
of the main bail cam and pulling at right angle to the
radius, it should require a pull of 10to 24ozs. to
start the cam moving opposite to its normal direction
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of rotation.
2,a,(59) SELECTOR CLUTCH TORQUE (Figure 48)
The torque should be measured after the motor has
been running at least ten minutes with the se lector
cam sleeve stationary. Hook a 32 oz. scale to the
selector cam sleeve stop arm, It should require a pull
of 14 to 18 ozs. to hold the selector cam sleeve stationory. To adjust, position the capstan nut in the
proper direction with a screwdriver.
On units equipped with the 72515 nutand
72517 keyed nut, the selector clutch torque may be
adjusted by use of shims which may be placed between
the clutch spring and the 72515 nut. The selector
clutch spring must be removed from the shaft in order
to install the shims. Shims are ovai lable under the
following numbers:
96763
96764
96765

Shim Shim Shim -

,012" thick
.016" thick
.020" thick

2.a.(60) BELL-AND-BREAK CONTACT N1ECHANISM ADJUSTMENTS
2.a.(60)(a) DOUBLE-CONTACT MECHANISM
2.a.(60)(a)1. DETENTARMSPRING TENSION
(Figure 49) - Unhook the detent arm spring from the
spring post and hook a 32 oz. scale in the spring eye,
It should require 18 to 22 ozs. to pull the spring to its
position length. When taking this tension, the finger
arm should be against its upper stop. Replace the
spring.
2.a.(60)(a)2. BELL HAMMER ADJUSTMENT
(F i gure 50) - Wi ththe fi nger a:m agai nst its lower stop,
there should be some clearance, not more than .010",
between the bell and the bell hammer. This clearance
may be obtained by bending the bell hammer wire.
2.a.(60)(a)3. CONTACT MOUNTING SCREWS
ADJUST MENT (Figure 50) - The contact arm should
clear the ends of the contact guards by at least .020"
when all of the play in the contact arm is taken up in
a direction to make this clearance a minimum. This
adjustment can be made by means of the contact mountingscrews.
2.a.(60)(a)4. CONTACT SPRINGS ADJUSTMENT - With the-finger arm against the upper stop
(See Figure 49), there should be a gap of .015" to
.020" between the break contacts (left pair of contacts). Adjust the upper contact spring of these break
contacts to obtain the clearance. Place the finger
arm against its lower stop (See Figure 50). There
shou Id be a gap of .015" to .020" between the transmitter distributor contact springs (right pair of contacts), and the break contacts should be closed. Adjust, by bending, the transmitter distributor contact
springs. Again place the finger arm in its upper position (See Figure 49), and recheck the break contacts
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gap. Under this condition, the transmitter distributor
contacts should be closed, To adjust, bend the lower
contact spri ng.
2.a.(60)(a)5. BREAK SIGNAL CONTACT
SPRING TENSION (Figure 50-A) - Place the finger
arm aga inst its lower stop, PIace the push end of an
8 oz. scale vertically on the fibre extension of the
lower contact spring just in front of the contact arm,
and push downward. It should require 3 to 4 ozs. to
break the contact,
2.a.(60)(b) SINGLE-CONTACT MECHANISM
The adjustments for the single contact bell and break
mechanism are the same as those for the double contact mechanism with the exception of the Contact
Springs Adjustment. This adjustment should read as
follows:
2.a.(60)(b)1. CONTACT SPRINGS ADJUSTMENT FOR SING-LE CONTACT MECHANISM (Figure 50-B) - With the finger arm against the upper stop,
adj ust the upper contact spri ng so that there wi II be
,015 11 to .020" clearance between the contacts.
2.a.(61) MECHANICAL END-OF-L1NE INDICATORADJUSTMENTS (Located to the Right of the Right
Hand Ribbon Spool Shaft)
2.a. (61)(a) WORM SHAFTENDPLA Y - The worm
shaft should be free to rotate, with a minimum amount
of end play, when the worm shaft spring is detached
from the contact bracket. Adjust by means of the
worm shaft collar and set screw. See Figure 51.
2.a.(61)(b) LAMP CONTACT ADJUSTMENT
(Fig;Jre 51) - With the push end of an 80z, scale
applied to the front contact spring near the contact
point, it should require 3 to 40zs. to start the spring
moving away from its stiffener. To adjust, remove the
spring from the contact assembly and bend it.
There should be a gap of .015" to
.025" between the contacts. Adj ust the rear contact
spring, by bending, to meet this requirement.
2,a.(61)(c) CONTACT BRACKET ADJUSTMENT
(Figure 52) - With the worm follower resting in the
groove at the front end of the worm, the lamp contacts should be closed and there should be some to
0.010 clearance between the front Iamp contactspri ng
and the lower end of its stiffener. To adjust, position
the contact bracket by means of its mounting screws.
2.a.(61)(d) WORMFOLLOWERADJUSTMENTThe lamp contacts should close, not sooner than with
the 62nd operation of the printer and not I ater than
the 67th operation when the printer is operated under
power.
To adjust, rotate the main shaft to a
position where the manual operation of the cam lever
wi II advance the worm shaft ratchet one tooth at a
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time. With the wormfollower in its rearmost position,
operate the cam lever by pressing toward the left at its
forward end unti I the pin on the worm follower just
enters a thread on the worm. Conti nue to operate the
cam lever 62 additional times. Then adjust the position of the release bai I, by means of the sleeve and
the adjusting bracket mounting screws, so that the
contacts just close 0 Check the adjustment several
times with the pri nter operati nfj under power. See
Figure 51.
2.a.(61)(e) WORM FOLLOWER SPRING TENSION (Figure 53) - Hook an 80z. scale overthe end
of the worm follower and pull approximately parallel
to the spring, holding the release bai I so that the
follower pin is away from the worm. It should require
1-1/2 to 3-1/2 ozs. to move the worm follower to a
point where it touches the rear contact spring insulatoro
2.a.(61)(f) RELEASE BAIL SPRING TENSION (Figure 54) - Hook a 32 oz. scale over the edge of the
release bail near the spring hole, and pull upo It
should require 7 to 11 ozs. to start the bail moving.
2.a.(61)(g) FEED PAWL SPRING TENSION(Figure 55) - With the cam lever roller on the high
part of the main bail cam, hook an 8 oz. scale over
the end of the feed pawl at the spring holes, and pu II
in line with the spring. It should require 3 to 5-1/2
oZSo to start the feed pawl moving.
2.ao(61)(h) CAM LEVER SPRING TENSION(Figure 56) - With the cam lever roller on the low
part of the main bai I cam, hook a 64 oZo scale over
the cam lever at the spring hole and pull in line with
the spring. It should require 28 to 38 ozs. to start the
cam lever moving.
20a.(62) MECHANISM TO PREVENT PRINTING
AND SPACING ON LOWER CASE BLANK ADJUSTMENTS - (On units so equipped substitute the following paragraph for the Sp':;lcer Locking Bail Spring Tension on Page 9
With an 8 oz. scale hooked in the locking bail spring
eye, pulling upward, a tension of 7-1/2 to 8-1/2 ozs.
should be required to stretch the spring to its normal
position length.
2.a.(62)(a) SPACE SUPPRESSION LEVER STOP
ARM ADJUSTMENT (Figure 57-A) - With the printer
in its stop position (pull bars held away from the code
bars) and the carriage in its unshifted position, there
should be .010" to .075" clearance between the lower
edge of the space suppression lever and the upper edge
of the blank pull bar projection. Adjust the space
suppression lever stop arm, by bending, to meet this
requirement.
2.a.(62)(b) SPACE SUPPRESSION LEVER ADJUSTMENT (Figures 57-B and 57-C)
2.a.(62)(b>.!.. With the blank combination set
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up and the carriage in the FIGURES position, rotate
the main shaft until the blank pull bar moves intothe
path set up for it in the code bars. There should be
.006 11 to .040" clearance between the rear edge of the
space suppression lever and the blank pull bar.
2.a.(62)(b)2. Rotate the main shaft until the
pu II bars are resting agai nst the code bars. The end
of the space suppression lever should clear the vertical edge of theblankpull bar by .006" to .020 11 when
the carriage is moved to a position to bring the space
suppression lever opposite the pull bar.
2.a.(62)(b)30 The requirements given in 1.and
2. may be obtained by positioning the space suppressiOn lever by means of the suppression lever mounting
plate clamp screws. Both requirements should be
checked before tightening the clamp screws.
2.a.(63) MECHANICA'L MOTOR CONTROL
MECHANISM WHICH FUNCTIONS ON UPPER CASE
"H" ADJUSTMENTS
2.ao (63)(a) CONTACT LEVER BRACKET ADJUSTMENT - With the main bail roller on the high
part of its cam, the contact levershould rest approximately in the middle of the upper end of the latch
lever extension, and there should be .010" to .045"
clearance between the side of the contact lever and
the side of the space release pull bar. (See Figure 58
for location of parts.) To adjust, position the contact
lever bracket by means of its mounting screws.
2.a. (63)(b) LATCH LEVER BRACKET EXTENSION
ADJUSTMENT (Figure 58) - With the main bail roller
on the high part of its cam and the contact Iever resting against the main bail, there should be 0015" to
.030" clearance between the upper end of the latch
lever extension and the lower latching surface of the
contact lever. To adjust, loosen the latch lever extension clamping screws and set the extension approximately at the mid-point on its adjustable limits, then
position the be II bracket extension by means of its
mounting screws to meet the foregoing requirements.
2.a.(63)(c) LATCH LEVER EXTENSION ADJUSTMENT (Figure 59) - With the carriage in theFIGURES
position, the main bai I roller on the high part of its
cam, and the H type bar resting on the platen roll,
the latch lever extension should overtravel the lower
latching surface of the contact lever by .010" to
.025". To adjust, position the latch lever extension
by means of its clamping screws, and recheck the Bell
Bracket Extension Adjustment.
'2.a.(63)(d) CONTACT LEVER SPRING TENSION (Figure 58) - With the main bail in its downward position, hook a 32 oz. scale under the end of
the contact lever and pull up vertically. It shouldrequire 9 to 12 ozs. to start the lever moving.
2.a.(63)(e) LATCH LEVER SPRING TENSION
(Figure 58) - With the ma~n bail in its downward position, hook an 8 oz. scale over the latch leverat the
15
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spring eye, and pull horizontally. It should require
1 to 20zs. to start the lever moving.
2.a. (63)(f) OPERATING LEVER SPRING TENSION (Figure 58) - Hook an 8 oz. scale under the
right edge of the operating lever and pull up vertically.
It shou Id require 1/2 to 1-1/2 ozs. to start the lever
moving.
2.a.(63)(g) MOTOR CONTROL CONTACT
ADJUSTMENTS (Figure 60) - With the motor control
contact guard removed and the main bai I roller on the
high part of its cam, the motor control contacts should
meet the following requirements.
2.a.(63)(g)1. The fibre insulator on the lower
long contact spring should align with the head of the
contact leveradjustingscrew. To adjust, position the
contact assembly by means of its mounting screws.
2.a.(63)(g)2. The lower short contact spring
should be straight~nd should bear against its stiffener
with a perceptible tension when the other contaCt
springs are held off. To adjust, bend. the lower short
contact spring and stiffener.
2.a. (63)(g)3. With an 8 oz. scale hooked under
the lower long contact spri ng at the contact and pu lied
up vertically, it should require 3/4 to 1-1/2 ozs. to
separate the contacts with the upper long contact
spring held off. To adjust, bend the lower long contact spring.
2.0. (63)(g)4. With an 8 oz. scale hooked under
the upper long contact spring at the contact and pulled
up vertically, it should require 1/2 to 1 oz. to start
the fibre insulator on the upper long spring moving
away from the lower long spring. When taking this
reading, hold off the upper contact spring. To adjust,
bend the upper long contact spring.
2. a. (63)(g)5. With an 8 oz. scale hooked under
the. upper contactspring at the contact and pulling
vertically upward, it should require 1 to 2ozs. to
start the spring moving away from the stiffener, and
there should be .010 11 to .020 11 gap between the contacts of the two upper contact springs. To adjust,
b'end the upper contact spri ng and sti ffener.
2.a.(63)(h) CONTACT LEVER ADJUSTING
SCREW ADJUSTMENT (Figure 61) - With the main
bai I raised by hand to its extreme upward position and
the latch lever latched on the upper latching surface
of the contact lever, there should be .00811 to .015 11
space between the upper short contact spring and its
stiffener. Adjust by means of the contact lever adjusting screw. Replace the motor control contact
guard.
2.a.(63)(i) MAIN BAIL SPRING ADJUSTMENT
The prir.lt,itlg blow, l.e., the force with which the
type bars strike the platen, can be adjusted by means
of the main bail spring adjusting screw. This adjust16

ing screw is mounted just to the leftof the upper clutch
throw-out lever pivot screw, which is shown in Figure 2A.
While the printer is printing, loosen
the lock nut holding the main bai I spring adjusting
screw, and turn the screw in a counterclockwise direction until the pri nter starts to fai I to pri nt. Now
turn this screw in a clockwise direction until a good
clear copy is obtained without embossing the paper.
Ti ghten the lock nut.
2.a.(64) PUSH TAPE FEED MECHANISMADJUSTMENTS
2.a.(64)(a) RIGHT TAPE GUIDE (Figure 89)
2.a.(64)(a)1. When a piece of tape is inserted
through both tape guides, it should align with the
platen and the printing should be in the centerof the
tape. To adjust, position the right tape guide and
tighten the mounting screw.
2.a. (64)(a)2. The free- end of the right tape
guide should align with the point of contact between
the platen and the feed roll. Adjust if necessary by
bending the &~ide.
2.a.(64)(b) CENTER TAPE GUIDE (Figure 89) The center tape guide should clear the platen by .006 11
to .012 11 when the feed roll is resting on the platen.
To adj ust, loosen the nut on the rear end of the feed
roll journal and position the guide.
2.a.(64)(c) TAPE FEEDROLLSPRING TENSION
With the feed roll resting on the platen, hook a 32
oz. scale over the end of the feed roll bearing screw
and pull at right angle to the right tape guide, away
from the platen roll. It should require 10 to 14ozs.
to start the feed lever moving.
2.0.(65) POSITIVE CARRIAGE SHIFT
NISM ADJUSTMENTS

MECHA-

2.a.(65)(a) LOCKING PAWL POST (Figure 90)
The side of the figures locking pawl should be parallel to the side of the carriage shift plate. Adjust by
positioning the locking pawl post.
2.a.(65)(b) FIGURES STOP SCREW ADJUSTMENT (Figure 30) - The figure 112 11 should print inthe
middle of the platen roll. Adjust by means of the
FIGURES stop screw and gauge by printing directlyon
the platen roll.

2.a.(65)(c) CARRIAGE LOCKING TOE ADJUSTMENT (Figure 31) - With the platen in the LETTERS position, the letter W should print in the middle
of the platen roll, when printed directlyon the platen
and gauged by eye. To adjust, loosen the carriage
locking toe mounting screw and position the carriage
locking toe. Tighten the mounting screw.
ORIGINAL
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2.a. (65)(d) CARRIAGE CAPSTAN NUTS ADJUSTMENT (Figure 31) - The carriage locking toe
should overtravel the notch in the carriage locking
pawl by .020" to .025" when the carriage capstan
nuts are against the front carriage bearing. Adjust
by means of the carriage capstan nuts.
2. a. (65)(e) SH 1FT PLATE (Figures 90 and 91) (For units not equipped with #84584 release pull bar
assembly)
2~a. (65)(e) 1. With the carriage in the FIGURES
position and the figures locking pawl held downward
against the projection on the shift plate, there should
be from .010" to .020" clearance (Figure 90) between
the locking surface of the locking pawl and the vertical surface of the projection on the carriage shift
plate.

2. a. (65)(e)2. With the carriage in the LETTERS I
position, set up 'the BLANK combination and rotate I
the motor until the main bail is in its uppermost position. There should then be .010" to .020" clearance (Figure 89) between the lower surface of the pawl
and the upper surface of the projection on the shift
plate when the carriage is being moved manuallyfrom
the LETTERS TO THE FIGURES position.
2.a.(65)(e)3. To adjust, loosen the two screws
that attach the carriage-locking toe and the carriage
shift plate to the carriage. Position the shift plate
horizontally toward the front or rear to meet the first
requirement and vertically to meet the latter requirement. Tighten the shoulder screw (rear) only; reposition the tape guide and tighten the shoulder screw
lock nut.
2.a.(65)(f) SHIFT PLATE ECCENTRIC (Figure 91)
(For units not equipped with #84584 release pull bar
assembly) - With the carriage in the FIGURES position, FIGURES combination selected, and the motor
rotated until the main bail has attained its extreme
upward position (assist the bai I manually), there should
be .010" to .040" clearance (Figure 91) between the
head of the eccentric screw and the upper extension
of the shift lock lever. To adjust, position the eccentric screw.
NOTE: In order to assure alignment of the
shift lock lever and the eccentric on
the shift plate, shims No. 8896 are
provided for use as required to take
up any excessive play that may be
present between the lock lever and
the spacer washer.
2. a. (65)(g) SHIFT PLATE (Figures 91 and 93)
(For units equipped with 84584 release pull bar assembly)
2. a. (65)(g) 1. Select the FIGURES combination
and rotate the motor until the main bail is in itsuppermost position. With the FIGURES locking pawl held
against the projection on the shift plate there should
ORIGINAL

be from .010" to .020" cI earance (F igure 91) between
the locking surface of the locking pawl and thevertical surface of the projection on the carriage shift
plate.
2.a.(65)(g)2. With the carriage shift plate
eccentric rotatedso that it does not ir.lil'erfere with the
shift lock lever and with the carriage in the LETTERS
position, select the FIGURES combination and rotate
the motor until the shift lock lever just disengages
from the carriage locking toe. In this position the
FIGURES locking pawl should rest against the upper
surfaceof the carriage shift plate extension and there
should be from .020" to .040" clearance (Figure 93)
between the lower surface of the re Iease pu II bar and
the top surface of the rear portion of the FIGURES
locking pawl at the closest point. When checkingthis
clearance take up the play between the carriage frame
and the front bracket guide post, to make th& clearance a minimum.
2.a.(65)(g)3. To adjust, loosen the two screws
that attach the carriage locking toe and the shift plate
to the carriage. With the play of the plate taken in
the upward direction, position the shift plate horizontally toward the front or rear to meet the first requirement and vertically to meet the latter requirement. Tighten the screw and shoulder screw; reposition
the tape guide and tighten the shoulder screw lock nut.
Recheck the carriage locking toe adjustment.
2.a.(65)(h) SHIFT PLATE ECCENTRIC (Figure 92)
(For units equipped with 84584 release pull bar assembly - Figure 93) - With the carriage in the LETTERS position, select the FIGURES combination and
rotate the motor shaft unti I the shift lock lever just
disengages from the carriage locking toe. There should
be from •065 11 to .075" clearance (Figure 91) between
the carriage shift plate eccentric screw and the shift
lock lever. Adjust by positioning the eccentric screw.
NOTE: Refer to note following previous
SHIFT PLATE ECCENTRIC adjustment.
2.a.(65)(i) FIGURES LOCKING PAWLSPRING
TENSION (Figure 90) - With the carriage in the LETTERS position and the FIGURES pull bar in its unoperated position, hook an 8 oz. scale over the spring
post on the FIGURES locking pawl and pull vertically
upward. It should require from 1-1/2 to 5 ozs. to
start the pawl moving.
NOTE: After the completion of these adjustments, place the carriage in the LETTERS position, select the FIGURES
combination and slowly rotate the
motor; observe that the shift lock lever
disengages from the locking toe before the vertical shift lock lever ex~
tension touches the carriage shift
plate eccentric. If necessary, readjust the applicable SHIFT PLATE ECCENTRIC.
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2.a. (66) UNSH 1FT ON SPACE PULL BAR BLOCKING MECHAN ISM (On units so equipped) - Set up
blank combination and rotate motor governor or fan
until main bail is in its uppermost position. Position
eccentric on blocking mechanism so that with blocking arm in operated position (in) the unsh ift on space
pull bar clears the code bars by .020 11 to .070 11 •
2.b. KEYBOARD BASE ADJUSTMENTS
REMOVE THE KEYBOARD BASE PLATE
2. b. (1) UN IVERSAL BAR PILOT SCREWS ADJUST ME NT - See Note (C) - The trip-off pawl shou Id
be approximately midway between the sides of the
slot in the casting, and the universal bar should have
some end play, not more than .010 11 • Adjust bymeans
of the universal bar pilot screws (See Figure 62 for
location of parts).
2. b. (2) TAPE LEVER ADJUSTING CLAMP ADJUSTMENT (Figure 63) - See Note (C) - There should
be a clearance of 1/4 11 (plus or minus 1/32 11 ) between
the tape lever roller and the tape roller, with the locking pawl touch ing the front face of the be II hammer
extension and the play of the bell hammer taken up in
a direction away from the bell. To adjust, position
the adjusting clamp by means of its clamping screw,
making sure that the locking pawl bushing has noend
play between the shoulder on the shaft and the adjusting clamp, when the clamping screw has been tightened.
2'.b.(3) TRIP-OFF PAWL STOP PLATE ADJUSTMENT (Figure 62) - See Note (C) - There should be
.040 11 to .060 11 clearance between all key levers and
the universal baro Adjust by means of the trip-off
pawl stop p Iate.
2.b.(4) GEAR GUARD ADJUSTMENT (Figure 64)
There should be some clearance, not more than. 008 11 ,
between the be II hammer extens ion and the be II operating post, when the bell hammer isheld in its locked
position by the locking pawl and the play is taken up
tomQke this clearance a minimum. To adjust, remove
the ~ape reel container and position the gear guard.
2. b. (5) TAPE-OUT BELL ADJUST MENT (Figure 65)
There should be .002 11 to .004 11 clearance between
the bell hammer and the bell when the bell hammer is
resting against the gear guard. To adjust, position the
bell by means of its mounting screw.

against the gear guard, hook an 8 oz. scale at the
springhole and pull in line with the spring. It should
require 3 to 5 ozs. for the one-piece design which
measures approximately 2 inches in length between the
pivot points, or 2 to 4 ozs. for the two-piece design
which measures approximately 1 inch between the
pivot points, to start the hammer mov ing.
2.b.(8) TAPE LEVER SPRING TENSION - See
Note (D) - Remove the locking pawl springo Hook an
8 oz. scale at the locking pawl spring hole and pull
toward the rear of the base at right angle to the front
edge of the pawl. With the bell operating post rotatedout of the way, itshouldrequire 3 to 4-1/2 oZSo
to cause the locking pawl to just butt against the bell
hammer extensiono Replace the locking pawl springo
NOTE: On units equipped with tape out contact assembly the tension should be
6 to 80zso
2obo(9) LOCKING PAWL SPRING TENSION
(Figure 66) - With the locking pawl resting against
the front face of the bell hammer extension and the
tape lever held down, hook an 8 oz. scale at the
spring hole and pull in line with the spring toward the
front. It should require 1/2 to 1-1/2 oZSo to start the
pawl movingo
20 b. (10) LOCK LOOP SPR ING TENS leN (Figure 67) - Rotate the transmitting shaft unti I the lock
loop roller is resting onthe lowpart of its cam. Hook
an 8 oz. scale under the lock loop spring hole and
pull in line with the springo It should require 4 to 5
ozs. to start the lock loop movingo
2. b. (11) TRANSMITTING CAM CYLINDER ADJUSTMENT (Figure 68) - The transmitting cam cyl inder
should have some end play, not more than 0002 11 •
Adjust the bush ing in the rear bearing bracket by means
of its adjusting nutso
20bo(12) LOCKING LEVER SHAFT ADJUSTMENT
(Figure 67) - With all the contact levers on the high
part of their cams and the locking levers in their spacing position, there should be some clearance, not
more than .010 11 , between the locking levers and the
contact levers when the locking levers are pressed
downward by hand to makethe clearance a minimum.
Adjust the position of the locking lever shaft to meet
this requirement
0

2.b. (6) BELL HAMMER EXTENSION STOP ADJUSTMENT (Figure 64) - See Note (D) - With the
locking pawl engaging the bell hammer extension,
there should be .020 11 to .040 11 clearance between the
lower side of the bell hammer extension and the bell
hammer extension stop. To adjust, position the bell
hammer extension stop.

2.b.(13) LOCKING LEVER TRAVEL (Figure 67) With the LETTERS key depressed and the lock loop
roller resting on the low part of its cam, there should
be at least .010 11 clearance between any locking lever
finger and the lock loop blade. Make a similar check
when the BLANK key is depressed. This adjustment
can be made by loosening the four screws which hold
the main bracket and shifting the bracket.

2.b.(7) BELL HAMMER SPRING TENSION (Figure 64) - See Note (D) - Remove the tape lever and
lockin~ pawl springs. With the bell hammer resting

2.b.(14) TRANSMITTING CONTACTS GAP ADJUSTMENT (Figure 67) - With each contact lever on
the high part of its cam, the contact gap should be

NOTE (C) This requirement should be checked with
the keyboard base plate removed.

NOTE (D) These requirements should be checked with
the tape reel container removed.
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.017" to .025" (.015" to .025" for start-stop contacts) •
NOTE: If no signal measuring device is available, ALL contact gaps should be:
.017" 't'<>: 023" for units operating at
60 or 75 WPM•
•020" to 0025" for units operating at
100 WPM.
To adjust, bend the shorter contact
springs.
2.b.(15) TRANSMITTING CONTACT SPRING
PRESSURE (Figure 69) - With each contact lever in the
low part of its cam, it should require a pressure of
4-1/2 to 5-1/2 oZSo to open the contacts when pressing against the spring above the contact point. To
adjust, bend the longer contact spring. Recheck the
contact gaps adjustment.
2.b.(16) CLUTCH THROW-OUT LEVER ADJUSTMENT (Figure 62) - There should be .005" to .015"
clearance between the clutch teeth when,the clutcb
is fully disengaged. To adjust, position the clutch
throwout tever by means; of shims placed between the
throwout lever post and the bracket.
2.b.(17) CLUTCH SPRING COMPRESSION (Figure 70) -Itshould require 9 to 120zs. to separate the
clutch teeth. Hook a 32 OZo scale to the driven member projection and pull directly in line with the shaft.
2.b.(18) LOCK LOOP ROLLER ADJUSTMENT
NOTE: This adjustment applied only to those
keyboards equipped with lock loops
having an elongated hole for the roller
pivot screw. Rotate the keyboard
shaft until the clutch teeth are disengaged. Press the lock loop roller
against the cam to fullydisengagethe
clutch teeth and position the locking
,levers directly below the lock loop
blade to make the clearance a minimum. Under these conditions, there
should be .008" to .015" clearance
between the lock loop blade and the
locking lever having the least clearance. To adjust, position the roller
pivot screw by means of its elongated
mounting hole.* (See Figure 67 for
location of parts.)

*
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On some keyboards an eccentri c ro II er
pivot screw is used which provides
extra adjusting margin.
In these
cases the shoulder screw should be
mounted with the high part of its '
eccentric extending toward either
end of the slot in the lock loop, depending upon which direction the additional margin of adjustment is required.

2.b.(l9) INTERMEDIATE PAWL ECCENTRIC ADJUSTMENT (Figure 62) - There should be .050" to
.060" clearance between the trip-off pawl and the
intermediate pawl, when th.e trip-off pawl is resting
against the stop plate and the intermediate pawl is
against its eccentric. Adjust by means of the intermedi ate pawl eccentri c.
2.b.(20) CLUTCH THROWOUT LEVER ECCENTR IC ADJUSTME NT - With the transmitter shaft in the
stop position and the clutch fully disengaged, hold the
clutch throwout lever against the driven clutch member. Under th is condi tion the intermedi ate pawl shou Id
be held firmly between the clutch throwout lever and
the intermediate pawl eccentric. See Figure 62.
NOTE: On some units the driven clutch member has a tendency to settle back
when the clutch throwout lever is
held against it, slightly altering the
stop position. On units where this
condition prevails, the clutch throwout lever eccentric adjustment shall
be made and checked after this settling has occurred. Adjust by means
of the eccentri c.
2.b.(21) TRIP-OFF PAWL ECCENTRIC ADJUSTMENT - Hold the clutch throwout lever against the
high part of the cam on the driven clutch member, and
at the same time hold the clutch throwout lever eccentri c agai nst the clutch throwout Iever. Under th is
condition, the point on the trip-off pawl should clear
the point on the intermediate pawl by not more than
.004" when a key leveris being depressed. Adjust by
means of the trip-off pawl eccentric. (See Figure 62
for location of parts.)
NOTE: When making this adjustment, the
high part of the ~ccentric should be
positioned toward the rear of the keyboard.

2.b.(22) CLUTCH THROWOUT LEVER SPRING
TENSION - With the clutch teeth engaged and the
clutch throwout lever resting against the low part of
the driven clutch member, hold the intermediate pawl
against its eccentric; at the same time hook an 8 oz.
scale over. the throwout lever just above the spring
hole and pull in I ine with the spring. It should require 1-1/2 to 2-1/2 ozs. to start the throwout lever
moving. (See Figure 62 for location of parts.)

2.b.(23) TRIP-OFF PAWL SPRING TENSION
(Figure 71) - Unhook the trip-off pawl spring. With
an 8 oz. scale hooked in the spring eye, it should require 2-3/4 to 3-3/4 ozs. to pull it to its normal position length. Replace the spring.
2.b.(24) REPEAT ON SPACE MECHANISM (On
keyboard bases so equipped)
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2.b. (24)(0) REPEAT SPACE ROD ADJUSTMENT
With the push end of a 32 oz. scale placed at the
appr<>:ximate center of the spacer bar and when applying TO ozs. of pressure to depress the spacer bar
again'st its rubber stop, there should be .010 11 to
.020 11 clearance between the clutch throwout lever
and the high part of the throwout cam. Adj ust by
means of the adjusting nuts on the repeat space rod.
(See figure 62)
2.b.(24)(b) REPEAT SPACE ROD BRACKET ADJUSTMENT - The repeat space rod bracket should be
adjus:ted so that the face of the section with the e longated hole is paralle I to the rear edge of the rear
transmitter brocket in order to assure free movement
of th,e repeat space rod. The repeat space rod end
shoutdengage the intermediate pawl at least 1/2 the
thickness of the pawl when the space bar is fully depressed.
2.b.(24)(c) TAPE GUIDE TUBE ADJUSTMENT
The right-hand end of the tape guide tube should be
approximately 1/3211 from the outside edge of the keyboard. Adjust the position of the tape guide tube by
means .of the adjusting clamp.
2.b.(24)(d) JACK SPRING TENSION - A pressure of 1-1/2 to 3 Ibs. should be required to open the
jack to the extent of .030 11 when pressure with a 12
lb. scale isapplied 'to the curved portion of the jack.
To adjust, remove and bend the jack spring.
2~b.(24)(e) TYPING UNIT SLIP CONNECTIONS SPRING TENSION ADJUSTMENT - The slip
connection springs should be adjusted so that there is
a space of 7/16 11 to 15/3211 between a line acrossthe
insideof the two mounting posts of the slip connection
block and the high part of the crimped portion of the
two end springs that make contact with the terminal
screws on the typing unit, when measured with a 6 11
scale held against a post and parallel to the front
edge of the keyboard casting. There should be some
clearance, not more than. 015 11 , between the inner
sprir~gs and a straight edge placed against the crimped
part'of the two end springs. Adjust the slip connection springs by bending.

2.b.(24)(f) KEY LEVER SPRING ADJUSTMENT
(Figure 72) - See Note (C) - The opening between the
end~ of all key lever springs, excepting the spacer
key: lever spring, should measure 1-3/16 11 • The
spacer key lever spring should measure 1-15/16 11
across the opening between the ends. Adjust by
benCiing.
2.b. (25) REPEAT ON S MECHANISM (On keyboard bases so equipped)
2.b.(25)(a) REPEAT SPACE ROD SPRING TENSION (Figure 73) - Hold the repeat yoke unoperated.
Ho~kan 8 oz. scale over the repeat space rod, just
belQw the spring, and pull horizontally toward the
front of the keyboard. It should require 3/4 to 1-3/4
20

ozs. to start the rod moving.
2.b.(25)(b) REPEAT YOKE LUG ADJUSTMENT
(Figure 74) - See Note (C) - With the push end of a
32 oz. scale placed at the approximate center of the
IISII keytop and when applying 260zs. of pressure to
depress the "SII keylever (until it bottoms in the code
bar slots), there should be .010 11 to .020 11 clearance
between the clutch throwout lever and the high part
of the throwout cam. Adjust by means of the lug
mounting screws on the repeat yoke.
2.b.(26) CONTROL RELAY ADJUSTMENTS (Figure 75)
2. b. (26)(a) For BREA K operation, the control
relay should be adjusted to meet the following requirements: - See Note (C)
2.b.(26)(a)l. There should be a gap of .005 11
to .01511 between- the outer spri ng contact and the
middle spring contact, when the plunger is heldoperated. Adjust by bending the outer spring.
2. b. (26)(a) 2. There should be a gap of .025 11
to .03011 between-the inner spring contact and the
middle spring contact, when the plunger is held operated. Adjust by bending the inner spring.
2. b. (26)(a)3.With the relay plunger in unoperated position hook an 8 oz. scale over the middle
contact spring as close as possible to the wiper contact"
and pull horizontally at right angle to the contact
spring. A pull of 5 to 60zs. is required to cause the
middle contact to break with the inside contact. To
adjust, bend the middle contact spring and recheck
adjustment (2).
2. b. (26)(b) For MAKE operation, the control relay should be adjusted to meet the following requirements: - (Figure 76) - See Note (C)
2. b. (26)(b) 1. With the magnet plunger held
operated (See Fi gure 76), a pu II of 12 to 16 ozs.
should be required to cause the outer spring to just
break contact with the middle spring when a 32 oz.
scale is hooked over the end of the outer spring and
pulled horizontally at right angle to the spring. Adjust by bending the outer spring.
2. b. (26)(b) 2. There should be .030 11 to .040 11
gap between the -contacts of the inner and middle
spring, when the magnet plunger is held operated.
Adjust by bending the inner spring.
2. b. (26)(b)3. A pull of 1-1/2 to 2 ozs. should
be required to cause the middle spring to just break
contact with the inner spring when an 8 oz. scale is
hooked over the middle spring at the side of the contact and pulled horizontally at right angle to the
NOTE (C) These adjustments should be made with the
keyboard base cover plate removed.
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spring. Adjust by bending the middle spring and recheck adjustment ~.
Thevalue oftheoperating current
for the contro I re Iay shou Id be between .050 and .060
amperes when adjusted for either MAKE or BREAK
operation.
2.b.(27) MECHANICAL MOTOR CONTROL MECHANISM ADJUSTMENTS (Functions on Upper
Case H)
2.b.(27)(a) START MAGNET CORE ADJUSTME NT - See Note (C) - With the start magnet armature held in the operated position, there should be not
more than .004" clearance between the start magnet
armature and the shorter core. Adjust by varying the
number of shims between the start magnet cores and
the yoke. (See Figure 77 for location of parts.)
2.b.(27)(b) STOP MAGNET CORE ADJUSTME NT - See Note (C) - With the stop magnet armature held in the operated position, there should be not
more than .004" clearance between the stop magnet
armature and the stop magnet core or yoke. Adjust by
varying the number of shims between the rear end of
the stop magnet core and the yoke. (See Fi gure 77
for location of parts.)
2.b.(27)(c) START MAGNET BRACKET ADJUSTMENT (Figure 77) - See Note (C) - With the
start magnet armature he Id operated and the stop magnet armature held so that its inner edge al igns with the
outer shou Ider on the start magnet armature, there
should be .004" to .008" clearance between the end
of the stop magnet armature and the start magnet armature. To adjust, position the start magnet bracket by
means of its mounting screws.
2. b. (27)(d) STOP MAG NET BRACKET ADJUSTMENT (Figure 78) - See Note (C) - With the stop
magnet armature held in the operated position by its
I.atch, there should be .004" to .008" clearance between the stop magnet armature and the outer face of
the yoke when measured at the closest point. To adjust, remove the resistor and position the stop magnet
bracket by means of its mounting screws. Replace
the resi stor •
2.b.(27)(e) ARMATURE STOP ADJUSTMENT
(Figure 77) - See Note (C) - With the stop magnet
armature against the armature stop, there should be
.070" to .080" clearance between the stop magnet
armature and the outer face of the yoke. Adj ust the
armature stop by means of its mounting screws. .
2. b. (27)(f) LATCH BACKSTOP SCREW ADJUSTMENT (Figure 79) - See Note (C) - With the
stop magnet armature held in the operated position by
the notch in the start magnet armature, there should
be some clearance, not more than .008" between the
high part of the latching surface of the latch and the
end of the slot in the stop magnet armature. Adjust
ORIGINAL

by means of the Iatch backstop screw.
2.b.(27)(g) STOP MAGNET ARMATURE SPRING
TENSION (Figure 78) - See Note (C) - With the stop
magnet armature held operated and the stop magnet
armature spring unhooked, hook a 32 oz. scale in the
spring eye and pull the spring to its normal position
length. This requirement should be 14 to 16 ozs.
Adjust by means of the adjustable spring post.
2. b. (27)(h) START MAG NET ARMATURE SPR ING
TE NS 10 N (Fi gure 78) - See Note (C) - With the stop
magnet armature held against its pole faces, hook an
8 oz. scale over the end of the spring post on the start
magnet armature and pull horizontallyin line with the
spring. It should require 3-1/2 to 4-1/2 ozs. to start
the armature moving.
2.b.(27)(i) LATCH SPRING TENSION (Figure
77) - See Note (C) - With both armatures released,
hook an 8 oz. scale over the latch between the spring
and the shoulder and pull horizontally. It should require 1-1/2 to 2-1/2 ozs. to start the latch moving.
2. b. (27)(j) INNER CONTACT ASSEMBLY ADJUSTMENTS (Figure 79) - See Note (C)
2. b. (27)(j) 1. With the stop magnet armature
held in the operated position by the notch in the start
magnet armature, hook an 8 oz. scale over the spring
alongside the insulator and pull at right angle to the
spring. It should require 1-1/2 to 2 ozs. to start the
long spring moving away from the stop magnet armature. To adjust, remove the outer contact assembly,
if necessary, and bend the long contact spring.
2. b. (27)(j) 2. With the stop magnet armature
held in the operated position by the notch in the start
magnet armature, there should be a gap of .015" to
.020" between the contacts. To adjust, bend -the short
contact spring.
2. b. (27)(k) OUTER CONTACT ASSEMBLY ADJUSTMENTS (Figure 80) - See Note (C)
NOTE: The stop magnet armature should be
held operated by the notch in the
start magnet armature duri ng each of
the following adjustments:
2. b. (27)(k) 1. The short contact spring nearest
the armature should bear against its stiffener with perceptible pressure when the other springs are held off.
Adj ust by bendi ng the short contact spri ng.
2. b. (27)(k)2. There should be some clearance,
not more than .006", between the insulator on the
long contact spring and the stop magnet armature.
Adjust by bending the spring stiffener nearest the
armature. Recheck (1).
NOTE (C) These requirements should be checked with
the keyboard base plate removed.
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2. bo (27)(k)3. With an 8 oz. scale hooked over
the long contact ;Pri ng nearest the stop magnet armature at the contact point and pulled at right angle to
the spring, it should require 1 to 1-1/2 ozs. toseparate the contacts when the long contact spring farthest
from the stop magnet armature is held away. Adjust
by bending the long contact spring nearest the armature.
2. b. (27)(k)40 The long contact spring farthest
from the stop magnet armature should bear lightly against the long contact spring nearest the stop magnet
armature. Adjust by bending the long contact spring
farthest from the armature.
2. b. (27)(k)5. Hook an 8 oz. scale over the
short contact spring farthest from the stop magnet armature at the contact and pull at right angle to the
spring. It'shouldrequire 1 to 20zs. to start the spring
moving, away from its stiffener. Adjust by bending
the short contact spring and stiffener. Recheck adjustment ~.
REPLACE THE KEYBOARD BASE PLATE
2.c. GOVERNOR ADJUSTMENT
REMOVE THE GOVERNOR ADJUSTING BRACKET,
BRUSH SPRING PLATE, TARGET, GOVERNOR COVER, AND GOVERNOR
2.c.(1) ALIGNMENT AND SQUARNESS OF
GOVERNOR CONTACTS - All governor contacts can
be adjusted for alignment of edges; only those governor shells which provide elongated mounting holes for
the fixed contact bracket permit adjustment of the contact for hei ght by positioning the contact bracket.
The governor contacts shou Id be in line
and meet squarely so that maximum contact surface is
provi~ed. (Check with the retractile spring tension
adjusted 50 that the contacts just make, or to the
limit of the adjusting screw.)
2. c •(1)(a) Li ne up edges of contacts by means
of the floating contact hinge mounting screw.
2. c. (1 )(b) Adjust contacts for squareness from
right to left by positioning the heightof the fixed contact bracket using the elongated mounting holes in
the governor shell.
2.c.(1)(c) To adjust from frontto back, twist the
floating contact hinge, applying pressure to the arm
near the contact.
NOTE: Check by use of a .002" gauge
(smaller if available). Check with
!~auge between edges of the contacts
to see that the gauge enters (or does
not enter) equally on all sides.
2.c.(2) SPEED ADJUSTING WHEEL FRICTION
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WASHER SPRING TENSION ADJUSTMENT (Figure
81) - Turn the adiusting wheel so that the tension on
the governor contact is 13 to 14 ozs. Measure by
hooking a 32 oz. scale over the contact spring arm
next to the contact and pulling parallel to the speed
adjusting spring.
To measure the pressure of the speed adjusting wheel friction washer, insert a bank pin in the
leather rim (radially), and hook a 32 oZo scale over
the pin at the periphery of the adjusting wheel and
pull at right angle to the radius. It should require
16 to 240zs. to start the wheel moving. To adjust
this tension, remove the friction washer and bend the
large projections.
2.c.(3) GOVERNOR BRUSH SPRING REQUIREME NT (Figure 82) - (Collector Ring Governor Only)
It shou Id requ ire 3 to 4 ozs. pressure, usi ng an 8 oz.
scale, to depress a brush spring to its required position; that is, to within .015" to .050" of the brush
holder. The pigtails should be soldered to both the
carbon brush and the brass inserts of the brush screws.
Replace the governoro
2.co(4) GOVERNOR SHIMS ADJUSTMENTSThere should be at least .006" clearance between the
adjusting lever wearing strip and the adjusting wheel
when the adjusting wheel isopposite the wearing strip
and the play of the armature is taken up in a direction
to make this clearance a minimum by overcoming the
armature end thrust spring. To adjust, install shimson
the armature shaft between the governor hub and the
motor end frame casting if necessary. See Figure 85
for location of parts.
2.c.(5) SPEED ADJUSTING LEVER STOP PLATE
ADJUSTMENT - There should be .006" to 0050"
clearance between the adjusting lever wearing strip
and the governor shell when the speed adjusting lever
is held against the stop plate. To adjust, loosen the
stop plate mounting screws and position the plate.
Tighten the screws. See Figure 85 for location of
parts.
2.c.(6) GOVERNOR BRUSH POSITION (Collector Ring Governor Only) - The governor brushes should
ride in the center of the collector rings and should
project .015" to .050" beyond the brush holder.
Elongated holes are provided in the brush holder bracket to allow for this adjustment. See Figure 82 for
location of parts.
2.c.(7) INNER AND OUTER DISC CONTACT
SPRING ADJUSTMENT (Figure 83)
NOTE: These requirements should be checked
with the governor adjusting bracket,
brush spring plate, target and governor cover removed.
2. c. (7)(a) The distance from the inside surface of
the governor cover to the highest poi nt on the contact
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springs should be 25/32" to 27/32"

0

2. c (7)(b) Place a D (89955) socket wrench over
the nut (located in the center of the governor cover)
that is used to hold the contact springs in place. With
a 6" scale, measure the radial distance from the vertical surface of the wrench to the point where the
scale touches the curved surface of the inner disc contact spring. This should be 17/32" to 19/32".
0

2. c. (7)(c) In a simi lar manner, measure the distance from the wrench to the point of contact on the
outer disc contact spring. This should be 7/16" to
1/2".

NOTE: If necessary, level off the brushes by
passing a piece of No. 0000 sandpaper between the brush and the disc.
REPLACE THE GOVERNOR ADJUSTING BRACKET
2.c.(10) GOVERNOR ADJUSTING BRACKET ADJUST ME NT (Figure 85) - The adjusting surface of the
governor adjusting bracket should clear the speed adjusting wheel by .02011 to .060". Bend the governor
adjusting bracket if necessary to secure this clearance.
2.d. SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS
2.d.(1) STARTING SWITCH ADJUSTMENTS

These requirements may be obtained
by bending the contact springs. Replace the governor cover, target, and brush spring p Iate.
2.c.(8) GOVERNOR BRUSH SPRING PLATE
BRACKET ADJUSTMENT - The governor brush spring
plate bracket should be set so that:
2. c. (8)(a) A line established by the center of
the outer disc and the center of one of· the brushes
should pass through some portion of the other brush.
(Figure 84).
2.c.(8)(b) The surface of the brush spring plate
bracket, on which the brush spring plate is mounted,
aligns with the outer surface of that part of the governot cover on wh ich the target is mounted. (Fi gure 85).
2.c. (8)(c) The bracket is parallel to the edge of
the motor base plate. Adjust the brush spring plate
bracket by means of its enlarged mounting holes. See
Figure 85 for location of parts.
2.c.(9) GOVERNOR BRUSH SPRING PRESSURE
(Figure 85)
2.c.(9)(a) INNER DISC BRUSH SPRING - Hook
an 8 oz. scale over the inner spring just in front of the
carbon contact brush. Pu II ing hori zontall y away from
the motor, it should require 4-1/2 to 5-1/2 ozs. to
start the brush moving away from the disc.

2.c. (9)(b) OUTER DISC BRUSH SPRING - Apply
the push end of an 8 oz. scale against the outer brush
spring, just in front of the carbon contact brush. Pushing horizontally toward the motor, it should require
4-1/2 to 5-1/2 ozs. to start the brush moving away
from the disc.

To obtain the correct brush spring
pressure, remove and bend the brush springs. When
the springs are replaced and the pressure obtained, take
care tbat the contact brushes lie flat against their
respective discs, and that the outer edges of the brushes
are either flush with, or not more than 3/64" inside,
the outer edges of the discs.
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NOTE: These requirements should not be
checked unless there is reason to believe the starting switch is outof adjustment.
2.d.(1)(a) Remove the motor from the base and
remove the motor fan and pinion.
2.d.(1)(b) Remove the switch end shield screws
and the switch commutator mounting screws, also the
switch end shield.
2. d. (1 )(c) Pull outthe rotor unti I the brush holder
spring is accessible and remove the spring.
2.d. (1)(d) Spring tension for 50 and 60 cycle
motors should be 1-3/4 to 2 ozs., and 2 to 2-1/20zs.
respectively, when extended to a length of 5 inches,
using an 8 oz. scale.
2.d.(1)(e) The brush holders should be mounted
by meansof the center set of mounting holes and should
be free.
2.d. (l)(f) The brush holder stop pins should be
safely within the holes of the fibre disc when all the
play in the brush holders has been taken up to make
the engagement of the pins with the disc a minimum.
2. d. (1)(g) Replace the brush holder spring, makililg certain that the spri,ng eyes are ful.ly engaged with
each other.
2.d. (l)(h) Replace the switch commutator screws
and tighten the two screws alternately, a little at a
time, until both screws are tight.
2.d. (1)(i) Replace the switch end shield screws,
using the same precaution in tightening as above.
2.d. (1)(j) Apply the push end of a 12 lb. sca~e
against the fan end of the shaft and push parallel with
the shaft. It should require at least 7 Ibs. pressure to
start the shaft moving.
2.d.(1)(k) Replace the motor fan and pinion.
Replace the motor unit on the base and check the motor
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sleeve, oiling the clutch and the
sleeve.

plate adjustment.
3. LUBRICATION
The oil and grease specified in the supplement
furnished with thisbulletinshould be used to lubricate
the Model 14 printer.
Unless otherwise specified, one or two drops of
oil at each of the places indicated wi II be sufficient.
Use oil for lubrication at all of the places listed below, except where the use of grease is specified.
Oil both loops of all helical springs that exert a
nominal tension of less than 2-1/2 pounds.
Apply grease to both loops of all helical springs
that exert a nominal tension of 2-1/2 pounds or more.

3.a. (11) Selector clutch felt friction washers - pry
the driving discs apart with screw driver and saturate
felts with oi I. Do this at two diametrically opposite
places at both top and bottom felt washers.
3.a.(12) Clutch throwout lever - 2 pivots.
3. a. (13) Main bail cam clutch - saturate felt
washer by applying oil between edge of disc and main
shaft gear. A drop of oil should be applied through
the spring to each disc prong.
3.a. (14) Main bail cam prongs - applyoil through
spring. Swing motor back.
3~a.(15)

Main bail roller - oil, grease, oil.

3.a. TYPING UNIT
3.a.(16) Main bail plunger
3.a.(1) Stop lever, trip latch, trip latch bell
crank, and trip latch plungerofrange finder assembly.

3.a.(16)(a) Earlierdesignedmechanism - fill oil
cup.

3. a. (.2)
cam peak.
3.a.(3)
3. a. (4)
levers.

Selector cam sleeve - drop of oil on each

Locking cam felt oiler - saturate.

3.a. (16)(b) On units equipped for more efficient
lubrication, remove the 1/4 x 32 screw and lock washer
from the plunger bushing. Saturate oil wicks and fill
plunger with oil. Replace lock washer and screw.

Pivots of locking lever and selector

3. a. (5) Selector sword bearings - drop oi I through
rear end of slots in separator plates.
3. a. (6) Selector lip levers - pivots and all
points of contact.
3. a. (6A) Selector Arm - 2 pivot screws, 2 sword
contact points, locking tip and detent. (ON HOLDING TYPE SELECTOR only).
3. a. (7)

Locki ng wedge.

3.a. (8)

Code bars - at posts.

3.a.(9)

Armature bearings - very sparingly.

3. a. (17) Main bail lever - fill oi I cup just above
typing unit terminal block. Also oil end of lever in
main bai I plunger.
3.a.(18) Main bail - fill groove with oil and put
drop of oil on top of square vertical guide post.
3.a.(19) Pull bars - one drop of oilon topofeach
pull bar.
3.a.(20) Type bar gears - pull each type bar down
against platen. Put drop of oil on top of type bar gear
at rear of segment slot.
3.a.(21) Ribbon feed ratchet and ribbon feed
gears - drop of oi I on teeth.
3.a.(22) Ribbon feed shaft detent plunger.

3.a.• (1O) MQinshaft - remove rear screw oforientation plate and swing plate to expose top of main
shaft. Fill shaft through hole in center of retaining
disc. Wipe excess oil off top of retaining disc.
NOTE: In printers not equipped with drilled
main shafts, lubricate the main shaft
clutch and sleeve as follows:
Oil liberally through the two opposite oi I holes in sleeve just above the
main shaft gear. Also squirt oil liberally on top of ball bearing just
above the clutch. This oil will work
down through the groove in the
24

3.a.(23) Ribbon feed shaft - 2 oil holes.
3.a.(24) Ribbon feed lever - oil hole.
3.a.(25) Ribbon feed lever roller.
3.a.(26) Ribbon spool shafts - 2 bearings each.
3.a.(27) Ribbon reverse pawls and links- 4 bearings each side of printer.
3.a.(28) Ribbon reverse shafts - 2 bearings each.
3.a. (29) Tape feed roll - oil hole.
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3.a.(30) Shift rocker and shift rocker lever - 2
pivot bearings.

arm pivots.

3.a.(31) Pull bar lock-out lever - pivot and 2
rollers.

fork.

3.a. (46)(b) Extension of detent arm in finger arm

3. a. (32) Signal bell hammer - pivot.
3.a.(33) Carriage locking pawl - 1 pivot bearing.

3.a.(47) Mechanical end-of-Iine indicator mechanism (If so equipped)
3.a. (47)(a) Worm shaft and release bail - 2
bearings each.

3.a.(34) Spacer locking bail - 2 pivots.

3.a.(47)(b) Feed pawl.

3.a.(35) Spacer locking pawl - 1 pivot bearing.

3.a.(47)(c) Cam lever roller.

3.a. (36) Platen shaft - 4 bearings.

3.a.(47)(d) Grease worm shaft, detent drag
spring, feed ratchet, and cam lever roller surface.

3.a.(37) Platen guide.
3. a. (38) Spacer shaft - 2 beari ngs and gear. The
rear bearing may be oi led from the rear of the printer.

3.a. (48) Suppression of printing and spacing on
lower case of blank mechanism (If so equipped)
3.a.(48)(a) Space suppression lever-2 bearings.

3. a. (39) Sp'acer detent lever ~ pivot and roller.
3.a.(40) Spacer operating lever and roller.
3. a. (41) Spacer feed pawl.
3.a.(42) Motor bearings - two ball oilers - use
grease according to instructions contained in the
supplement furnished with this bulletin, or one drop
of oil in each ball oi ler.

3.a.(49) Motor control on upperCCise IIH II mechanism (If so equipped)
3.a.(49)(q) Contact lever, latch lever, operating lever - 2 bearings each.
3.a.(50) Push tape feed mechanism
3.a.(50)(a) Feed roll and feed roll lever bearings - oil.

3.a.(43) Keyboard driving gears - 2 oil cups.
3. a. (51) Excess oil should be wiped off:
3.a. (44) All spring anchors.
3.a.(45) Grease:
3.a. (45)(a) Five large gears at right rearof typing unit.
3.a. (45)(b) Main bail adjusting screw - end of
screw.

3.a. (51)(a) Magnet armature and cores. This
may be done by pulling printer tape between armature and cores.
3.a.(51)(b) Type bar segment.
3.a.(51)(c) Printer base.
3.b. KEYBOARD

3.a.(45)(c) Each anchor for main bail spring,
spacer lever spring, and spacer detent lever spring.
3.a. (45)(d) Code bar locking lever where it bears
on main bai I.
3. a. (45)(e) Trace of grease on surface of each
cam of the transmitting cam sleeve.
3.a.(45)(f) Ribbon feed shaft detent.
3.a.(45)(g) Clutchthrowout lever - end of lever
on comming surface.

3.b.(l)

Keyboard shaft bearings - 2 oil cups.

3. b. (2) Driven clutch - 2 drops of oil through
coils of spring.
3.b.(3)

Intermediate pawl - pivot.

3. b. (4) Trip-off pawl - pivot and surface bearing on trip-off pawl eccentric.
3. b. (5)

Clutch throwout lever - 2 bearings.

3. b. (6)

Lock loop - 2 bearings.

3. a. (46) Bell and break contact mechanism adjustments - (If so equipped)

3.b.(7)

Lock loop roller.

3.a. (46)(a) Finger arm, detent arm, and contact

3. b. (8)

Tape lever - drop of oil either side of
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bearingo
3.b.(9}

3.bo(17) Rear key lever bearing - drop of oil on
bearing rod at four equidistcint points.
Tape bell hammer - 2 pivots.

3. bo (10) Locking levers - 5 bearingso
3 •.b.(1l} Contact levers - one drop of oil on side
of each lever placed so that the oil will run down on
pivot.

3. b. (18) Repeat space rod - at bearing points and
points of contact.
3.b.(19} Keyboard gear - greaseo
30 b. (20) Cams - apply light fi 1m of grease to surface of cams
0

3.b. (12) Spacer bar - 4 pivots and rivet for spacer
key levero Tip keyboard up on back. Remove base
plate.

3. b. (21) Motor control on upper case H (If so
equipped)

3. b. (13) Universal bar - 2 pivots.
3.b.(21}(a} Stop magnet armatureo
3.b.• (14) Selector bar rollers - 1 pivot each.
3. b. (21)(b) Start magnet armature.
3.b. (15) Selector bars - at each guide bracket.
3.b.(21}(c} Latch.
3 •.b.(l6} Key levers-drop of oil on each key
lever just in front of selector bars.
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3. b. (21}(d) Apply grease to the keyboard gear.
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' - - - - - - - - SELECTOR ARM BRACKET
' - - - - - - SELECTOR ARM OPERATING SCREW
'------------SELECTOR ARM SPRING
~--------SELECTOR

FIGURE 12

ARM STOP DETENT
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A~_-----4SELECTOR

MAGNET BRACKET
ADJUSTING SCREW

MOUNTING S c R E W S - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
SE.E TEXT FOR SPRING

TENSION~

V"....~,----

SELECTOR MAGNET BRACKET

ARMATURE CAM - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

EXTENSION

.-------------A~ATURE

LOCKING LEVER CAM - - - - - - - - - , .

.......- - SELECTOR MAGNET BRACKET

SPRING ARM--------C.----l..........
~-----MOUNTING SCREW

MOUNTING NUT-------.r,

r-----------SELECTOR MAGNET

ARMATURE C A M - - - - - - - - THIS CL.EARANCE1
SHOULD BE
j
ARMATURE

~~------=:::::»..---.:.--'MOUNTING
LOC~NG LEVER-------~~

"---------------ARMATURE

_

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - SELECTOR ARM

EXTENSION---~---------/"

~------SELECTOR

SCREWS

\
u

.060 TO .065

8
----------"

rSELECTOR MAGNET BRACKET
\, . . _),,''--·------IlADJUSTING ARM

ARM OPERATING SCREW

FIGURE 17

ARMATURE C A M - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

"..:...::=----- ARMATURE EXTENSION

SELECTOR A R M - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r
.004- TO .006- GREATER
THAN THIS CLEARANCE I--------------®..,..B~-~
ARMATURE EXTENSION

-----------7

FIGURE 13
ARMATURE

CAM~--.,-.---~

'-------------ARMATURE
BARElY PERCEPTIBLE END
SELECTOR ARM

SELECTOR ARM - - - - - - -

PLAY---------~::"....

- - - - - - - - - - - - LOCK

-------------7

~---------

LOCKING WEDGE-----------.....

NUT

PIVOT SCREW

.003u TO .006

u

~~-------'---SELECTORARM

111--------

u

EQUAL CLEARANCE WITHIN .003 ---~--'
LOCKING LEVER G U I D E - - - - - - - - -

L..4 TO 5 O l S . - - - - - - - - - - - - FIGURE 14

-:-.

LOCK· NUT

L..-

---------'-

FIGURE 18

~~-----SELECTOR

LOCKING LEVER - - - - - - - - - - - - - A

ARM OPERATING SCREW
STOP DETENT ECCENTRIC POST

SELECTOR ARM STOP DETENT
ARMATURE C A M - - - - - - - - - - - . .

,------------AHMATURE EXTENSION

1-1/4 TO 1-3/4 OlS.----------'>
~-----

AT LEAST .008" CLEARANCE - - - - - - - - - ,
ARMATURE EXTENSION

11---L-.

SELECTOR MAGNET BRACKET - - - - - - 1

·~---SELECTOR

UPPER PIVOT SCREW

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - SELECTOR ARM
rn====l~§§§§~=j
.010" MINIMUM CLEARANCE

OPERATING SCREW

LOCKING WEDGE - - - - - - - SELECTOR

ARM SPRING

~-------------STOP

DETENT

ARM - - - - ' - - - - - - "

FIGURE 19

SELECTOR ARM STOP DETENT

'--------SELECTOR ARM BRACKET

FIGURE 15
6 TO 10 O Z S . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

LOCK N U T - - - - - - - - - - . .
TRIP LATCH PLUNGER

= - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 TO 5-1/2 OlS.
STOP LEVER
ECCENTRIC SCREW

SELECTOR LEVER SPRINGS
SELECTOR LEVER
LOCKING
.005

u

~~~~----- LOCKING

~-----------'-

-----~

LEVER----------~

TO.012

u

SELECTOR ARM
. . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - LOCKING WEDGE
- - - - - - - - - MOUNTING SCREW

STOP LEVER - - - - - - - - - - - - /
I TO 1-1/2 OlS. TO START!
TRIP LATCH MOVING

J------

~-----------TRIP

LATCH

------------

FIGURE 16

oRI'GINAL

LEVER CAM

FIGURE 20
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. - - - - - - - - - - LOCK NUT

P2 TO

I •

. - - - - - - - - - TRIP-OFF SCREW

18 OZS.

L - - - - - - -lTO START LEvER MOVING

RIBBON FEED RATCHET

--------'\H

.------RIBBON FEED LEVER ROLLER
~-~--

RIBBON FEED LEVER - - - - - - - - -

RIBBON FEED LEVER SPRING

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - TRIP LATCH

SOME CLEARANCE,
NOT MORE THAN 004-

FIGURE 24

" - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - STOP LEVER

FIGURE 21

3 1/4 TO 3 3/4 LBS
TO STA~T LEVER MOVING

.002- TO . 0 1 8 · ' - - - - - - -

~V""'------------------MAIN
BAIL

PLUNGER

JI-------'-----.
===~=$Z

I TO 2 OZS. TO
START PAWL MOVIN~

E:::::::t------------SPACER RATCHET WHEEL

MOUNTING SCREWS
SPACER FEED PAWl,;;,....--------.I

r------SPACER OPERATING LEVER SPRING
I 1/2 TO 2 OZS. TO

SPACER FEED PAWL SPRING-----§
L------DETENT LEVER SPRING
SPACER RATCHET WHEEL------------J

~ STARr BAIL MOVING
SPACER FEED PAWl:-~I------W

.J~MrfM~

III~SPACER

' - - - - - - - - - - - - D E T E N T LEVER
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ROLLER

SPACER OPERm"ING LEVEI'H+---M-.......

LOCKING BAIL

JC-----.:.~J--,L...

FIGURE 22

_~--SPACER

~_--f~~~~:l~

LOCKING BAIL SPRING

__..r~L=-=-=-=--::--SPACER LOCKING

PAWL

MOUNTING SCREWS--------.("lllD 1.MI4l=====~~~~~=::::::::::::==.040· TO .050·:.....--------~

I 1/2 TO 2 1/2 OZS.
'--------=TO~START PAWL MOVING

-

---SPACER lOCKING PAWL BRACKET

MAIN BAIL

PLUNGER--~----+~

ROLLER IN BOTTOM 1-OF INDENT

_

r

~dp:::=========~;~----~TART

FIGURE 25

5 TO 6 LBS. TO
LEVER MOVING

SPACER OPERATING LEVER SPRING

SPACER OPERATING LEVER

----..a..---U----L1W~'fNU.____----SPACER

LOCKING

PAWL

EQUAL CLEARANCES -----,-----------~

~~--------

PULL BARS

FIGURE 23
ORIGINAL

----------~--------------'-

[FUNCTION BAR
SPRING BRACKET
MOUNTING SCREW

FIGURE 26
30
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PULL BAR - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
TYPE BAR

SEE TEXT

CARRIAGE RETURN SPRING------------,

------------'1

6 1/2 TO 7 1/2 OZS..-:----...,...."..-::--::-:-.,------___=_:_--::-=
TO PULL SPRING TO ITS NORMAL LE~

~----SHIFT

ROCKER

~~~M\\WMMi
~=----_c:fI!k!__------_1 SPRIN G STRETCHE 0

t-----SHIFT ROCK ER POST

TO POSITION LENGTH

14Ffiit~~------- RIBBON GUI DE
CARRIAGE CAPSTAN NUTS
TYPE BAR SEGMENT

1a-"'1"-=:!::g:------------PLATEN ROLL
--J

I~--------CARRIAGE FRAME

" ' - - - - - - - - PULL BAR SPRING

-----------t

FIGURES STOP SCREW--------'
FRONT BEARING - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - '

FIGURE 27
FIGURE 30

. " , . - - - - - - - - ·TH LEVER

PULL BAR - - - - - - - - - - - t "
CODE BARS

--.,.---------'r

PULL BAR GUIDE ---------t-l:~~~

~-- .004'" TO .080·

.OOS" TO .020..- - - - - - - - -I

PLATEN

0

MAIN BAIL

-------.~-wwM

' - - - - - - - - - - - CODE BAR

ROLl:----------~

,-----------1

·W· TYPEBAR

I 1/2 TO 2 1/2 OZS. TO
START PAWL MOVI NG

~-----PIVOT SCREW

MOUNTING S C R E W - - - - - - - -.. . . .

, - - - - - - - - PLATEN SHAFT

t----ff-------CARRIAGE LOCKING TOE

FIGURE 28

CARRIAGE CAPSTAN NUTS
.020· TO

L!ll--.l------CARRI A GE

.025·--'-------L=~:::=~=~~~;;=-"J--CARRIAGE

LOCKING PAWL

LOCKING PAWL SPRING

FIGURE 31

~:t-----------SPACER

MAIN BAIL

RATCt£T WHEEL

PLUNGER----lII~

SPACER OPERATING

LEVER--I~---iog....-~

TAPE FEED ROLL.:~--------~

r - - - - - - - - - - - - . 0 0 4 · TO .010·

6 TO 8 OZS. TO
'1
START LEVER MOVINGJ,---------

r - - - - - - - - - - - . 0 1 0 · TO .02cf

LEFT TAPE GUIDE---:----

----.

MOUNTING SCREW

~----- RIGHT

TAPE GUIDE

lboe----MOUNTING SCREW

TAPE FEED ROLL SPRING------~~';a}
~-------PLATEN

ROLL

TAPE FEED ROLL L E V E R - - - - - - - - - J
SFY\CER LOCKING PAWL--------J

1--

FIGURE 29
ORIGINAL

BEND TO GET PROPER CLEARANCE

r - - - - - - - - - - FRONT BEARING
c=:~==~~

FIGURE 32

31
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SHIFT

SCREWS

~---------MOUNTING

EQUAL DISTANCE ON EITHER r-----====:;;tr
SIDE OF CENTER LINE
ROCKER----------~

RIBBON SPOOL CUP - - - - - - - . . . .

~-------

-----CARRIAGE SPRING BRACKET
~WW~------CARRIAGE

SHIFT ROCKER BEARING SCREW-------:::;.........
SHIFT ROCKER POST---------;::::~~:...-___,

1----+-'-----

RIBBON ROLLER

RIBBON REVERSING ARM

SPRING

'-------CARRIAGE EXTENSION

RIBBON SPOOL SHAFT BRACKET -----~F==F"""

' - - - - - - : - $ : ; : : : = : = - - - - - - - - - - - - - LOCKNUT

4-11/16-

TO
4-13/16-

FIGURE 33

MAIN BAIL IN HIGHEST PO
r - - - - - - - - - - S H I F T ROCKER
PULL BAR - - - - - - - - - - t

FIGURE 37

SOME CLEARANCE,
NOT MORE THAN .020-

SHIFT ROCKER LEVER - - - - - - - ' l : - > r - - - - - - - " .
SHIFT ROCKER. LEVER POST---+-+--....
CARRIAGE LOCKING TOE

ARRIAGE l..DCKNJ PAWL
'----------ADJUSTING

SHIFT ROCKER A R M - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . -

FIGURE

BEVEL GEAR ----------------~~OJ

r,::::.~~----:--------

SCREW

SPRING ADJUSTING COLLAR - - - - - - - f + - . . . . . . - . . t

34

[SOME END PLAY
NOT MORE THAN .004"

- - - - - - - - - - - - - S H A F T SPRING

o

PULL BAR LOCK-OUT LEVER

r-f~HIFT ROCKER

CODE BARS~
PULL BAR
BELL

6

GUIDE--,~
l......l

RIBBON SPOOL CUP - - - -

LOCK NUT

RIBBON SPOOL SHAFT - - - -

~Ej5~3;~~;;;;;;~~
5 OZS.
TO
_
,---------1l(2-112
STARTTOSHAFT
MOVING

S PULL BAR

•

PULL BAR - - - /

MAIN BAIL ------/

...-------~ .004" TO .040-

l-.LEVER POST
~>+--

BELL PULL BAR

" - - - - - CODE BAR

,010" APPROX.

PULL BAR GUIDE

©

@

FIGURE 38
FIGURE 35

S PULL BAR

CODE BARS

PULLBARG~
S PULL BAR
MAIN BAIL

~~---J

BELL PULL BAR
.004" TO tJ40"

ADJUSTING LEVER

CODE BAR

ADJUSTING SCREWS

@
FIGURE 36

ORIGINAL

, - - - - - RIBBON REVERSE ARM SHAFT

RIBBON SPOOL SHAFT
~--------

RIBBON REVERSE ARM

COLLAR

BRACKET
PULL BAR GUIDE

--~

.010- APPROX. - - - - - - - - '

RIBBON SPOOL CUP

©

SET SCREW
.OOS-TO .025-

-----1r-------'1

SOME END PLAY,
NOT MORE THAN .004"

FIGURE 39
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.015- TO .040- - CLEARANCE

RIBBON REVERSE PAWL LINK - - - - - - - - - - .

CODE BARS

-----------r=

'-~

REVERSE BAIL

RIBBON SPOOL CUP ------......

MAIN BAIL

MAIN BAIL PLUNGER
RIBBON REVERSING ARM

L..--

MAIN BAIL

RIBBON SPOOL SHAFT - - - t t - - - - - i ' * '__

RIBBON REVERSE PAWL

---..J

SPRING

--..,[I TO 1-1/2 OZS.
TO START PULL BAR MOVING

...-.-----,---------LETTERS PULL BAR

SPRING BRACKET

FIGURE 40

FIGURE 44

1-------J

- r - - - - - - - RIBBON REVERSE LEVER

3 TO 5 LBS.
TO START COLLAR MOVING

RIBBON RE.\IERSE PAWL - - - - - - - - - - RIBBON FEED SHAFT - - - - " " " "

P-3/4 TO 3-3/4 OZS.

l~.~ff=~;;;;;;;;;;F~~~~:-lTO

START LEVER MOVING

WHEN TAKING THIS READING,
POSITION OF COLLAR SHOULD BE
AS SHOWN BY DOTTED LINES
WHEN TAKING THIS READING,
POSITION OF COLLAR SHOULDI--

L-_-'

MAIN BAIL
RIBBON REVERSE PAWL LINK

BE AS SHOWN

. i f O o - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - SPRING

FIGURE 41
~,

CODE BAR LOCKING LEVER - - - - - - - - - - - 1
RIBBON FEED SHAFT----------..

rn----------

SPRING BRACKET

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - BRACKET

DETENT--------.

r - - - - - - - - - SAFETY SPRING COLLAR

9

DETENT PLUNGER ----f~

1-1/2 TO 3-1/2 LBS.
TO MOVE SHAFT TO ITS
RIGHT HAND POSITION

FIGURE 45

" - - - - - - - SAFETY SPRING

RIBBON FEED RATCHET-----'

FIGURE 42

ECCENTRIC SCREW -----,..

II---~--:::-------------

BELL PULL BAR

J~---------l

6
8 OZS.
TOTO
START
PAWL MOVING

BELL HAMMER - - - - - - - - - 1
RIBBON FEED P A W L - - - - - - - /
RIBBON FEED

RATCHET---------1~

It--------

r
~

~::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:-r-

6 TO 8 OZS.
TO START PAWL MOVING

ORIGINAL

FIGURE 43

.

r,..,,-.,I-_~I I-

RIBBON CHECK PAWL
BELL HAMMER LIP

---------=..,~

.045" TO .075-'
.020· TO .040) SEE TEXT

t - - - - - - - - - - - - - BELL HAMMER POST

FIGURE 46
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3 TO 4
MAIN BAIL ROLLER HELD AWAY - - - - - - ,

ozs.

TO BREAK CONTACT------

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - A T LEAST .020·
r - - - - - - - - - - U P P E R CONTACT SPRING

BELL HAMMER-----------

LOWER CONTACT SPRING
SOME CLEARANCE
NOT MORE THAN .010·

r-~~;;;t:~55~~ES=~---MAIN

CAM LEVER ROLLER

COMPRESSION SPRING - - -

STEEL DISC

BAIL CAM

--------t-\---t-~~~r_-~~~f__I_-----

FELT WASHER

BELL HAMMER WIRE----~Jr-----1
,r----------'---DETENT ARM

FINGER A R M - - - - - - - . l
SPRING P O S T - - - - - - - - - - - . . . /

-------·DETENT ARM SPRING

®
FIGURE 50

AT LEAST . 0 2 0 · - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

FIGURE 47

r - - - - - - - - - - - - C O N T A C T GUARD

roN~AAM--------~~!~~~E11~~------COO~T

Mm.~~w

INSULATED EXTENSION - - - - - - "
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . O I S · TO .020·

@

~~~~~~----FELT

STOP A R M - - - - - - - - - - -__R

FIGURE 50
FRICTION WASHER

:~lllr:=======~;
:

14 TO 18 OlS. TO HOLD
1----------'
SLEEVE STATIONARY
FELT FRICTION WASHER

SELECTOR
FELT CAM
OILER

STIFFENER - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

SLEEVE

SET SCREW ------.....

r-----KEyED NUT

SELECTOR CLUTCH ~S~P~R~IN~G~II;b~SPACERCAPSTAN NUT
III
,1\
BEARING

~ - - - - - - -LAMP

COLLAR

, r - - - + t - . , . . - - - - - - - - - - - WORM SHAFT

:.015" TO.025..- - - - -

=~-tH-k:::l::dHI-

r - - - - - - - CAM.LEVER

W~M~A~~~NNIG~~~~~~~1:]~~I;~~~~~~~~g~=~~
CONTACT BRACKET-

FIGURE 48

CONTACT SPRINGS

~ML~~RRO~ffi

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - WORM FOLLOWER

3 TO 4 OlS. TO START SPRING 1 - - - - - - - - '
MOVING AWAY FROM STIFFENER

RELEASE BAIL

l--

FIGURE 51

BELL HAMMER---------......-J.
BELL HAMMER WIRE----------11

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - CONTACT ARM
.....---------UPPER CONTACT SPRING
....--------LONER CONTACT SPRING
~------

LAMP CONTACT SPRING --------.-.
FINGER ARM--------e::--JJ

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - STIFFENER

SIGNAL BELL,-----------II
~---=-------DETENT

~====~===)~J~~~

18 TO 22 OlS. TO PULL TO
POSITION L E N G T H - - - , - - - - - - - - -

ARM SPRING
DETENT ARM

L.-..;;;;;;;;:f-------------SPRING POST

FIGURE 49

ORIGINAL

LAMP CONTACT SPRING

CONTACT BRACKET

---------~

SOME TO .0I0"

MOUNTING SCREWS

I-P1!-_

---------~

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - WORM SHAFT
' - - - - - - - - - - - - WORM FOLLOWER

FIGURE 52
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REAR CONTACT
SPRING INSULATO

LAMP CONTACTS

SPACE SUPPRESSION

RELEASE BAIL

RELEASE BAIL
ADJUSTING BRACKET
1-1/2 TO 3-1/2 OZS. TO ~
MOVE WORM FOLLOWER
AGAINST INSULATOR

BLANK

l;tJ

LEVER

S~E SUPPRESSIO~
LEVER STOP ARM

.010-

PULLBAR

TO

.075-

®

SLEEVE
WORM FOLLOWER

.ooft TO

BLANK

,040-

FIGURE 53

SPACE

CLAMP

PULLBAR

SUFPRESSON LEVER
SUPPRESSION LEVER
MOUNTING PLATE

SCREWS

@

J

BLANK PULLBAR

7 TO II OlS. TO
START BAIL MOVING

D06- TO .020i

RELEASE BAIL

SUPPRESSION LEVER
MOUNTING PLATE

SPACE

SUPPRESS~N

·CLAMP

LEVER
SCREWS

RELEASE BAIL SPRING

SLEEVE

©
FIGURE 57

FIGURE 54

FEED

PAWl=----------~~~-L@b . ~

[3

TO 51/2 OZS. TO
START PAWL MOVING
CONTACT

FEED PAWL S P R I N G - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '

LEVER------·---~

CONTACT LEVER BRACKET--------..

FIGURE 55

MOUNTING SCREWS-----.:-----..
' - - - - - 9 TO 12 OlS. TO START LEVER MOVING
MAIN BAIL ------::---J~===r~
(IN DOWNWARD POSITION)
- 1..---->.......-_..
, - - - - - - - - - - - - . 0 1 5 - TO .030LATCH LEVER EXTENSION
:h±:~~~~====JTCLAMPING SCREWS
BACKSTOP BRACKET----t---+--I
CONTACT LEVER SPRING

"-----------~

CAM LEVER ROLLER

START LEVER MOVING

--+---=---+---+I+-~

LATCH LEVER SPRING ----+-~i~,;:~r~if~W*~~==~
SPRING BRACKET-------f-;a!F-t--'--v-"'J
BELL BRACKET EXTENSION --:-f----+-""

r---~-------LATCH

LEVER

~~---OPERATING

LEVER

L

1/2 TO I 1/2 OZS. TO
START LEVER MOVING

~-~~G~-------

CAM LEVER SPRING - - - - - - - - - - - '

28 TO 38 OlS. TO
1 - - - - - -[ START LEVER MOVING

" - - - - CARRIAGE FRAME
MOUNTING SCREWS ----t~-+-L._tIoH===1

I - . - . - - - - - - - - - - C A M LEVER

SPRING

BELL

PLATEN SHAFT

III

BRACKET----l~~g::::::~b========:h=~~~ CARRIAGE

FRONT BEARING

- - - - - - - B A S E PLATE

FIGURE 56

ORIGINAL

FIGURE 58
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CONTACT L E V E R - - - - - - - - - - - r - - -

DRIVEN CLUTCH MEMBER - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , .

h I - + - - - - - - - - - - - - . O I O · TO .025·

DRIVING CLUTCH MEMBER

THROWOUT CAM - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , .
CLUTCH SPRING - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . ,

----LATCH LEVER EXTENSION

LOCK LOOP CAM

---.,-------,-------------i

FIGURE 59
CLUTCH THROWOUT LEVER SPRING - "
fBEARING
lSCREW

INTERMEDIATE PAWL ECCENTRIC - - - - - - - - -.......
TRIP-OFF PAWL ECCENTRIC - - - - - - - -.. . . .

------- SHIMS

TRIP-OFF PAWL SPRING ---------,--------.....
TRIP-OFF PAWL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
REPEAT SPACE ROD-INTERMEDIATE PAWL

REPEAT YOKE

- o l r - - - - .050" TO .060"

t t

I TO 2 OZS. TO START SPRING]'--MOVING AWAY FROM STIFFENER

[?EPARATE LONG SPRINGS

l3A TO 1 t,k

CONTACT ASSEMBLY
CONTACT

( 1 / 2 TO I OZ. TO
OZS. TO SEPARATE CONTACTS

..-------------.010· TO .020·
~~~~~~=+(I"I) CONTACT LEVER ADJUSTING SCREW

GUARD---------~

RIBBON SPOOL ,BRACKET
FRONT (SPOOL) END

RIBBON FEED SHAFT BEVEL GEAR
REVERSE

rrr==~~

ARM-----~----f

__=jlH--l--RIBBON

ADJUSTING

SCREW-,--------~~~~~==r=~\===t.~---

MAIN BRACKET

KEY LEVER
SELECTOR BAR

" - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - UNIVERSAL BAR

SPOOL SHAFT

t=:::::::::=====:;====~0iiT----SPRiNGBRACKET

MOUNTING

III ~

TRIP-OFF PAWL. STOP PLATE

FIGURE 62

REVERSING LEVER

REVERSING ARM SHAFT

FIGURE 60

TAPE R O L L E R - - - - - - - -......

~------------TAPE

LEVER

r - - - - - - - . 0 0 8 · TO .015-

CONTACT SPRING STIFFENER

-------I~ j=~~\~~:.;;~e:t:rf

~

0

FIGURE 61
ORIGINAL

~GONTAGT

ADJUSTING C L A M P - - - - - - - - - - - -........
~--------CLAMPINGSCREW

LEVER ADJUSfING SCREW

FIGURE 63

36
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GEAR -------------,--------::::::=:t-_

r------------

BELL OPERATING POST
SOME CLEARANCE
NOT MORE THAN

LOCK LOOP ROLLER

t

________

(4 TO 5 OZS. TO START
r - - - - - t L O C K LOOP MOVING

-----r-----=-~,._____-

.ooa-

' 0 . - - - - - - - - - - LOCK LOOP

LOCK LOOP BLADE
LOCK LOOP SPRING
r------

BELL HAMMER SPRING

r-----,

........

.......

r - - - - - - - BRACKET

LOCKING PAWL

CONTACT LEVER
SEE TE X T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

BELL HAMMER EXTENSION

::..:..::..:..:++--+-+-_ _----.020· TO .040"
"+11-"-++--------1

GEAR GUARD

--------------~

......,---F-------

,HIGH PART OF CAM - - - - - - -

_-------:,..

-==---i

---~--/

I~---

SOME CLEARANCE
NOT MORE THAN .010

LOCKING LEVER

LOCKING LEVER SHAFT

?..lI.:lJc:j----:::~ BRACKET ADJUSTING SCREWS

BELL HAMMER
EXTENSION STOP

FIGURE 67
FIGURE 64
SOME END PLAY.
NOT MORE THAN

MOUNTING SCREW

-------f-~-----""'

r + - - - - - - - - - - - BELL

r----

FRONT BEARING 1------1
BRACKET

ADJUSTING NUTS

'----+f--------

TRANSMITTING CAM CYLINDER

BUSHING

REAR BEARING BRACKET

FIGURE 68

BELL HAMMER EXTENSION '

4-1/2 TO 5-1/2 OZS~I-

.OotTO .00/(:......--------1
I-----;-----+-t----+t-+-t------

BELL HAMMER

~------

---'

TRANSMITTING CAM

TO OPEN CONTACTSJ
BACK CONTACT SPRING

------~

~---------

CONTACT LEVER - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

LOW PART

FIGURE 65
FIGURE 69
SCALE
LOCKING PAWL

----~~

CLUTCH SPRING

U~""..._:::.::::::===~----------BELL
HAMMER EXTENSION

I/2 TO I 1/2 OZS. Tq_----'
START PAWL MOVINGj

, - - - - - - - - - - - - T A P E LEVER

,

LOCKING PAWL SPRING

?

FIGURE 66

9 TO 12 OZS TO SEPARATE
CLUTCH TEETH

(

\

I

~

c

)

}
ORIGINAL

,

n

U

FIGURE 70

'"

DRIVING CLUTCH MEMBER

DRIVEN CLUTCH MEMBER
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BACKSTOP - - - - - - - - - - - - - = = = = 0 ,

2-3/4 TO 3-3/4 OZSj'

WHEN PULLED TO ITS .

~----------

MAGNET

---1

POSITION LENGTH

TRIP-OFF P~WL SPRING - - - -

O_

~I

_-!-----='.J-..---------TRIP-OFF PAWL

.

INSIDE CONTACT
MIDDLE CONTACT

FIGURE 71

-----..,..~~!E13~~~~~

r5 TO 6 OZS. TO
lOPEN CONTACTS

- - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - .025" TO .030"

- - - - - - - - - - - - .005" TO .015"

OUTSIDE CONTACT

FIGURE 75

BACKSTOP

. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - MAGNET·

-e:==:_

CSl,

I

CI

~.
~

r

L--J1-1/2 TO 2 OZS. TO

KEYLEVER SPRING

INSIDE CONTACT

l OPEN

CONTACTS

MIDDLE CONTACT
OUTSIDE

FIGURE 72

CONTACT--=====~:!=f:=~~~r

12 TO 16 OZS TO]

OPEN CONTACTS-----------

~

L--

.030" TO .040"

FIGURE 76
3/4 TO 13/4 OZS. TO START!
THE ROD MOVING
j

,~-------REPEAT

.~:=:J~...------.I~ ==!~-;::;::;::;;:;::;;::;:;~'

SPACE ROD

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - SPRING

YOKE------ -----------,.

.-----------------LATCH
~~~lJ.t""o--------STARTMAGNET

SHIMS - - - - - - -

FIGURE 73

~~~~~t__----MOUt·~ING

BRACKET
SCREWS

It+----r----Hll-+-M----START MAGNET CORES

.070· TO .080·------+-----el+-----'~-____41f---+-h

I~~~ I J + - t - - - - - - - - - S H I M S

STOP MAGNET ARMATURE ---+-~----I-l

-+-P-!...----------YOKE

~~~~==~g§~~f]:~~~::::"_---------:.004·
TO

INNER CONTACT ASSEMBLY__

::::RY::.

~

·S· KEY LEVER

-L~_t_~----_--~:~~JiI~C_-_-_--_-~~---~-----------LUG

NOT LESS THAN 7 OZS. TO SEPARATE CONTA:!JCl
I 1/2 TO 2

112

OZS. TO START LATCH MOVING

ARMATURE STOP
'--------MOlNfING SCREWS
START MAGNET ARMATURE
'--------------LATCH SPRING

'---------------MOUNTING SCREWS

FIGURE 74

.008

FIGURE 77
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14 TO 16 OZS. To
PULL TO POSITION LENGTH

~T LEAST . 0 1 0 u - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . .

-'---_---.
r-----~-

STOP MAGNET ARMATURE SPRING

GOVERNOR SPRING BRACKET--------~

t.

~--~

.

---116 TO 24 OZS.TO START THE

~ lADJUSTING WHEEL MOVING

CONTACT SPRING------...
RESISTOR------------.

-""IFJ-.-----ADJUSTABlE SPRING POST

I~~ -F-----------~--YOKE

MOUNTING SCREws.-------+--.-'---..-tIIIIoQII

IJ.------------LATCH
r - I + - + + - - - - - - - - - 004· TO DOS·
STOP MAGNET BRACKET:......------t:=::=:J L..:.J:::;::::====:::::::::~:::;I
I '-----START MAGNET ARMATURE
STOP MAGNET ARMATURE'------~

START MAGNET ARMATURE

FRIC TlON WASHER

SPEED ADJUSTING SPRING----

13 TO 14

- - - - - BANK PIN
CONTACT BRACKET

OZS.------~~~~~~==lir__D«--~

GOVERNOR

SHELL

ADJUSTING WHEEL

CONTACTS--------~

FIGURE 81

-c_---:::3 1/2

T04 1;2 OZS. TO
START ARMATURE MOVING

SPRING-------~

1 - - - - - - - GOVERNOR

FIGURE 78

3 TO 4 OZS. TO. DEPRESS BRUSHl
TO ITS REQUIRED POSITION
JI-------

IJ-I---Im-----\---------...,.--LATCH

YOKE'--------------I
SOME CLEARANCE ..:..:N.=..OT-=---MORE THAN .008

1TI1r-------'---LATCH BACKSTOP SCREW
1c:;:==::;:~~U~JUI

' - - - - - - - - . 0 1 5 · TO .050"

GOVERNOR B R U S H - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '3RUSH HOLDER BRACKET--------'------------.I

-+-==J-If--___

MOUNTING SCREWS --.-----=::=-----.~

L..--------RRUSH HOLDER

c=::=~

INNER CONTACT ASSEMBLY

I 1/2 TO 2 OZS TO
START SPRING MOVING

.015· TO . 0 2 0 · - - - - - - - - - - - - - '

FIGURE 82

j
FIGURE 79

.

~

YOKE

LATCH
INNER DISC CONTACT SPRING

STOP MAGNET ARMATURE

1\

STIFF ENER
- . . . - - 1,

~l

I
I

L

.3-

r

OUTER CONTACT ASSEMBLY

J

I TO 2 OZS. TO START SPRING
MOVIN G AWAY FROM STIFFENER

,...

I

...,.

PJ

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - "0- SOCKET WRENCH

ARM ATURE

SOME CLEA RANCE
NOT MORE THA N .006'

L

:tJ

START MAGNET

l-

NUT

17/32" TO 19/32" ---'-------~---.

,-------"....::::.......--------- 7/16" TO 1/2-

25/32" TO 27/32" - - - - - -

1----------

ti

~

l

, I TO I 1/2 OZ5.rO SEPARATE CONTACTS

GOVERNOR COVER - - -

25/32· TO 27/32"

' - - - - - - OUTER DISC CONTACT SPRI NG

.---J

FIGURE 80
FIGURE 83

ORIGINAL
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GOVERNOR ADJUSTING BRACKET ------,...-

~----_____!rSEE TEXT FOR ALIGNMENT

~~~

lOF BRUSHES

GOVERNOR COVER

--~

,,----RIBBON REVERSE ARM

OUTER DISC

----~

,.----RIBBON SPOOL CUP

CONTACT BRUSHES

-II-----fl-_~t--

SPRING BLOCK
RIBBON REVERSE SHAFT LINK
~-----

RIBBON REVERSE SHAFT COLLAR

BRUSH SPRING
PLATE BRACKET
MOUNTING SCREWS

-----~

BRUSH SPRING PLATE

RIBBON REVERSE SHAFT
----------.~

__ L

~-----

BASE PLATE

FIGURE 84
1.005"TO . 0 2 5 " - - - '-------l

11-----------

.020" TO .060· --------......
TARGET - - - - - - - - - - . . .

II_-t--------------

4-1/2 TO 5-1/2 OZS. TO
'1
START BRUSH MOVING AWAyJf---"""'"

I

SHIMS

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - MOTOR

""::;:~~::=U=

START BRUSH MOVING AWAYj
CARBON CONTACT

FIGURE 87

SPEED ADJUSTING LEVER
r/,S~~:----------- STOP PLATE
'----------WEARING STRIP
l l L - - t . : . . . . - - - - - - - - - - AOJUSfING WHEEL
..-..-~1-------+----------GOVERNOR
COVER

CARBON CONTACT BRUSH

4-1/2 TO 5-1/2 OZS. TO

GOVERNOR ADJUSTING BRACKET

1--------

OUTER DISC BRUSH SPRING----..

SOME END PLAY
NOT MORE
THAN .010"

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - GOVERNOR

SHELL

POSITION OF RIBBON REVERSE --~
,BAIL WHEN TAKING RIBBON REVERSE
ARM YIELD SPRING TENSION

BRUSH-----~

; - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - 1 / 2 TO 4-1/2 OZS

INNER DISC BRUSH SPRING ---~--

I - - - - - - - - - - B R U S H SPRING PLATE BRACKET

BRUSH SPRING PLATE------~;;;~~~~g~~~~;;;;~-------MOUNTING

SCREW

RIBBON SPOOL CUP

FIGURE 85

,.0IS"TO . 0 4 0 " - - - - - - -__

.___-tlHf------ LINK

!RIBBON REVERSE PAWL - - - - - - - - . . : >
UPPER
CASE

I

WEATHER SYMBOLS

I

COMMUNICATIONS

i $ 0/ 3 -

-

? : $

3

'\. !
! a.l:.

A B C 0 E F G H

LOWER CASE
I

2
FEED HOLES

3
4
5

- " . ..

8 .I'
8 .. (
I

•

~

)

J K L M N

o

~5

*

5

7
7

<D 2 / 6
; 2 /

- << ==

+
6 " 2l

~

~

~ ~

lI::

z
« ci
P Q R S T U V W X Y Z ..J
d .J
III

~

u. u.
~ ~

(/)

(/)

o

0

o

-0 0 0 0

o

0

o 0 000 o 0 o 0 o 0

o

0

o

0

000

o

0

RIBBON REVERSE ARM
J--------------..1
YIELD SPRING)

ci ci

~u:

••
•• ••
• • • • •• • • • ••• • ••• ••• • • • •• ••
• •• • • ••• ••
•• •• • •••••• • ••• • ••• •••••• •• • • • •••• ••••
FIGURE 86

ORIGINAL

9 ¢ 1 4
9 ¢ 1 4

000

FIGURE 88
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CENTER TAPE

GUIDE----------------------,

~--------RIBBON

GUIDE

.006" TO .012 C L E A R A N C E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

RIGHT TAPE GUIDE

LEFT TAPE GUIDE----------.

FEED ROLL LEVER

.....

CARRIAGE SHIFT PLATE---'

.010n TO .020· -------~

CARRIAGE LOCKING TOE

'--------------LOCKING

PAWL

FIGURE 91

SEE TEXT FOR CLEA RANCE -----------1~

FEED

ROLL

..J

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - PLATEN
ECCENTRIC SCREW

....;....-----'--~F==::tj

FIGURE 89

' " - - - - - - - - S HI FT LOCK LEVER

f,""'L------ECCENTRIC

CARRIAGE SHIFT PLATE
'-1/2TO 5

OZS. TO START PAWL MOVING

SCeEW--------------~.

FIGURE 92

CARRIAGE SHIFT P L A T E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - . "

SHOULDER
SCREW

SCREW

------G~===~==:::::::_--

------------I--I--I====-

.010· TO . 0 2 0 " j

. - ' - - - - - - - - - - SHIFT

t---.--r=

--'----~

SPRING

LOCK

1--o1II1----F:::.....00:;:::----------I ~~~~ER

LEVER

WASH ER

RELEASE

PULL BAR

------------------_h'ii
- - - -......._ - - - FIGURES LOCKING PAWL

LOCKING PAWL POST

-u

. - - - - - - - PULL BAR
EXTENSION

-------------'----------.f

FIGURE 90

FlGURES LDCKI.G ",WL

~---,-----~

----~---- .020" TO .040"

FIGURE 93

ORIGINAL
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